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INTRODUCTORY. 
The modern period of emigration begins with the close of the 
Napoleonic War.The last hundred years has witnessed the greatest 
migration of people in the history of the world.This migration has 
been none the less important because it has,been peaceful.Since 1820 
the United States has received thirty million emigrants from Europe, 
1. 
and four million from other sources. Southern Europe has sent its 
;cillions to South America.Emigrants from the British Isles have 
built up the great British Commonwealth.The westward movement of the 
1 
peoples which was stopped by the stormy Atlantic again set in,and 
has been accelerated bythe development of the means of transport. 
Previous emigration in modern times may be accounted for 
largely by religious orfpolitical causes,but the impulse to the 
world's greatest migration has been chiefly economic.Distress or 
the fear of distress,or hope of greater advancenent,Yave been the 
motives which have animated the millions who have faced the dangers 
of the seas,and risked a new life in new worlds. 
This study is concerned with the part taken in this 
migration by the British Isles. Emigrants from the British Isles 
have had much to do with the building up of the United S1a,átes 
ofAmerica,and have founded the great British Dominions.In 1763 it 
looked as though the whole of the North American Continent would 
be British.A large emigration set in,particularly from the north 
of Scotland and from Ireland.Accurate statistics are not available, 
but it was estimated that over 40,00 people left the 
1. The Migration of the Races .The Round Table . March. 1 9 2 1 . 
(2) 
ports of the province of Ulster during the five years 176? -1774. These 
sturly Ulster -Scots foraed an ï_nporta_at elestee t in the American 
Colonies, Anl "the first voice publicly raise±. in Aierica to dissolve 
all connection with great Britain caeie,not fr o.a the Puritans of 
ITew England, or the Dutch of New York, or the planters of Virinia, 
1. 
but from Scotch-Trish Presbyterians.' Their emigration had been due 
in Ireland 
to the political disabilities under which they l' vedAbecause of their 
have 
Prebyterianism. But the economic disabilities of Ireland Wit a 
still greater irnpe,tus to emigration. T''i;ibers of Celtic Irish were 
4. 
driven by distress and want to settle in 7ewfoendiand,where they 
played an important part.Later soie of these migrated to ?lova Scotia 
and Prince Edward Island,and were the first of the Celtic Irish to 
settle on the American continent. 
In Scotland many of the Highlanders e.,l i grated after the 
"Fortyfive" owing to the breaking up of the clan system. Hi gher rents 
were now de'- landed. The tacke ien, who were ,los tl y the younger sons 
of chieftains, had enjoyed leases under very favourable terms, ana 
had :Zain a ned so-nethi ng of chieftain s alendour. "Under the new systei 
leases are granted,but granted on rents vrhich represeaht, or are 
intended to re- present, the economic value of the land. These leases 
are granted to a much wider class,and so far diminish the profit and 
the prestige of those who had formerly held tacles. Again, the practice 
of subsetting was abolished,or the services which might be exacted 
from subtenants limited. Some of the subtenants were promoted at 
1. History of the United. States.Bancroft.7ol.iIT.P.55 
2.Historical Oeoraphy of the British Colonies.Vol.V.P.120,139 
The Annual Register in 1815 records a large emigration from Treland 
to Newfoundland in that year. "In St John's alone,exclusive of three 
vessels which made no returns,3026 men and 373 women arrived,but,it 
added,`the numbers far exceed the returns,the caAains having brought 
out so many that they are ashamed to return them'''. 
Sznart.Economic Annalls.Vol.I.P.440. 
(3) 
once to the dignity of les sehoiders. 'inally the whole relations of 
landlorl and ta cksaen were put on a siaple business foting, thereby 
extin_,u=_shing the tacksraan's partial sense of ownership,and the 
half tr=aditional tie of kinshllip. The tacks den, in fact, ceased to fora 
a special and privileged class.Their status was lowered as that of 
1. 
the l: tnde'tenants was raised." This proces was particularly rapid 
in the si r_ties and seventies of the eighte::n th cen t.ury .7hile some 
of the tacksien remaine l and accepted the new condi tiens, ì others 
prefe ̂ea to try their fortunes in a new country. "Ti th the idea of 
transfering the old social life across the seas they persuaded 
many of their Hi.hland followers to accompany them. '. ost of these 
emigrants were from the Islands, but the glens on the mainland 
contributed their quota. Some of the ships sailed from the ports of 
lasgow or Greenock, but more often the silent Highland lochs were 
disturbed by the departure of the adventu're'rs, who aired at re- establish- 
-ing clan life in Car olina,Albany, or ^nova Scotia.7any of them 
carried with them considerable sums of money, and while there were 
2. 
cases of poverty these were the exceptions. 
'hen Cm ada had been taken from the French in 1763, 
free grants of land were given to officers and men who had served 
in the war.The Frasers and Tontgoaeries were the first to settle, 
and later they raised a regiment to defend the country in 1775 
against the American invaders. After the kaerican Tar of Independence 
aany Highlanders who had settled in the T ew 7n glan_a dblonies moved 
1 . The Highland E aigration of 1770.úy 'Margaret I .Ads.,. , in the Scottish 
Historical Review.July,11). 
2.7-íi rants from Sutherland between 17 e and 1772 took with them 
1n, Q!'':. 425 persons who sailed from Maryburgh in 1773 took £F, 000, and 
in 17,2 it was stated that 23x,000 had been taken from the country 
since 1772 by emigrants from west Ross -shire and Invernes:3 -shire 
alone. Ibid.-13263. 
(4) k. 
north to Canada and settled in what has beco::ne Glengarry County in 
Ontario.Further parties from &heir native glen joine:i thera.In 178 
over 500 emigrated from Glengarry in Scoìlanti.In 1802 the ;'Glengarry 
Fenci bles" were disbanded, ana, emi gratin in a body, settled beside 
their kins:len.Lord Selkirk was at this time interested in emigration, 
tnd in 1803 took a party of Hi hlanders in three ships,and settled 
them on Prince Edward Island. 
A Scotland , A new force now appears i11 NCO t,l n:.1 dri vine men and 
wo:aen acros.- the seas, namely, the "Clearances ".The ,lost famous of 
these, the Sutherland clearances, bean in 1807, and were at their 
height in 181 1 .Lorde_ki rk conceived the scheme of leasing lands 
on the Red River, i n what is now ani toba, and transporting the 
evicted crofters thither.He visited the evicted Highlanders and 
persuaded therm to fors the Red River Settle rent. The settlers AA 
with opposition from the fur traders across whose routes their 
settlement lay.They were driven from their settle ment,and many of 
them wandered east and settled in Ontario. Some remained, but the 
settlement was not a success until the opening of the '.'jest almost 
sixty years later. 
Another coloniser was Colonel Talbot,who about the same time 
collected a colony of about 2000 from various parts of the British 
Isles and settled them at Port Talbot on the shores of Lake Erie. 
He continued to add to the settlement until within ten years he 
had 12,000 people on his estates. 
It was these early settlers in Canada who prepared the way 
for th large numbers who arrived after 181 5. The United Empire 
(5) 
Loyalists from the south,to whom the new republican instit.itions did 
not appeal,laid the foundations of a national 'sentiment of loyalty 
to the Throne which has dole more to mould Canadian public opinion 
than any other force. They left their homes in the revolted cxr lonies, 
and blazing new trams in the forbets of Canada, contended again with 
with a dog. °ed per._eve °ance intil success crowned their labours. 
The saine spirit was °nanifested by those who jbined them fro;n the 




The recognition of the independence of the American 
colonies made it impossible to continue sending convicts there from 
the British Isles. The yroble.n of providing for the convicts was a 
serious one. Several expedients were siig ested, and some of them tried 
and found unsatisfactory.A suggestion which had been made in 1779 
was revered,and in 1787 a convict colony was founded at Botany Bay. 
?ut behind the desire to get rid of the convicts,and relieve the 
1. 
congestion in English ;gaols, there was a vision of empire. Many of 
the convicts were not criminals in the ordinary sense,and when 
liberated they took up land and entered the ranks of the,empire 
builders.The first free settler was an ex- convict who in 1789 took 
land at Paramzatta.Others followed his exaïnple.In 1793 five imriigrants 
settled on "Liberty Plains ",and about the same time some ex- sa.rines 
and ex- soldiers settled on th- "Field of Mars ",both of which now 
form part of Sydney. Ten years later there were 32e free settlers:, 
2. 
the majority of whom were e,:- convicts.Other settlements were formed 




in Tasmania. The early years/ were filled with difficulties,and it 
was even proposed to abandon Australia as a penal co_lony.But the 
introduction of sheep created a new v1sioíb of prosperity,and imperial 
e nbition was strengthened by the war with France.Australia had to 
wait,but her day was assured.That .lay dawned with the coming of 
7akefield amyl the "colonisers ". 
From 1783 there were restrictions on the emigration of 
skilled wor men.In that year an Act was passed which made it illegal 
for artisans to be taken from any part of the Isles to any 
G. 
foreign 'countryOpinions differed as to the effect of this Act on 
ernigration.While it may have served as a deterrent in some cases, 
large numbers of skilled workmen emigrated, especially to Prance, and 
the chef work of the Act was to create the necessity for evading it. 
"eavy penalties were i'nposed on those persuading a work aan to 
emigrate,but the penalties on the workmen themselves were slight,an.d 
they could be avoided altogether by simply not retarning. The Act 
2 
was an inconvenienceand an interference with the liberty of the Subject. 
It was designed for the protection of British inventions,the 
knowledge of which was carried to other countries by workmen who 
had become familiar with them.After 1815 the position of "ritish 
industry was more of less assured,and the need for this protection 
was less. Further the distress which arose especially among the 
hand -loom 'reavers,which was due largely to the introduction of 
machinery revealed the need for a policy of free emigration. The 
1.The 23 rd of Geo.III.c.13.rhe first Act restricting the emigration 
of skilled workmen was passed in 1719,and referred particularly to 
artificers in the woolen trade.Successive Acts were passed extending 
the application of the restrictions until in 1783 all manufactures 
were included. 
2.Report of Select Committee on Emigration of Artisans,Export of 
Machinery,and the Combination Laws.1824. 
(7) 7. 
Act failed to hinder foreign countries from learning the secrets of 
t-ae new British inventions,and thus did not accomplish the end for 
which it had been enacted. It was sug;ested that its operation 
should be suspended in favour of the distressed weavers.Finally,on 
the recorniendation of the Select Committee presided_ over by Hume, 
it was repealed in 1824. 
'The story of the emigration from the British Isles during 
the past hundred years presents many varied pictures.The most out- 
- standing feature of the movement is the heroism,and tenacity of 
_purpose ofthe pioneers.The dark side of the story is found in the 
Mistress which gave rise to so rauch of the emigration.The success of 
the emigrants across the seas is a more pleasant picture.But that 
success was hard won. A study of the beginnings of things is al 'alts 
interesting.It is sometimes difficult to realise that the beginnings 
of the present British Commonwealth are so recent.We are so engrossed 
with the history of the past that we find it difficult to realise 
the significance of the history of the present.The victory over France 
in 1763 left Britain the mightiest power in the world,with an Empire 
ready-made in India, and one in the making on the continent of North 
Ai .rica. The revolt og the American colonies destroyed the Empire in 
t':e _aaking.But there were still the vast unpeopled spaces of Canada, 
and Australasia.South Africa was to be added in 1814.0ut of these 
vast territories has grown the present Commonwealth of Nations.This 
has been the work of the emigrants.They went out,some in the spirit 
of adventure,others to find bread,and changed the wilderness into a 
(e) 
garden.mhey carried with them the,British love of liberty,and side 
br side with the growth of democracy in the home land, they developed 
the democracies of the Dominions. :e are still in the days of beginnings, 
and there is yet work for the pioneer.But the foundations have been 
1dald deep and strop`;, and the broad outlines of the superstructure 
can be seen.The completion of that superstructure is the work of 
t 
the twentieth century.Millions of people can be supported where now 
there are tho'i.sands.rouÙüre possibilities could hara.ly be exa ggerated. 
But we must not delay with what may be. 
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complete change took place in these colonies.Gold had been discovered 
in 1849 in California,and had caused a small amount of emigration 
from Sydney and from New ¡gland. The story of the discovery of 
gold in Australia and the means adopted by the officials to 
deal with the situation forms a facinating subject,but one which 
is outside the bounds of thils study. Everybody rushed to the 
"diggings; and even Government officials caught the fever,and 
tt was found necessary to raise their salaries fifty per cent. to 
retain them at their posts. New South Wales took the rush with 
a certain degree of coolness,bu.t imagination can picture the 
20,000 "diggers "in the disirict of Mount Alexander in Victoria, 
and the deserted ports at which thousands of emigrants arrived 
towards the end of the year 1851. 
The rush to the goldwfields caused a dearth of agricultural 
labourers and shepherds in the country, and there was a danger that 
the wool clip would be lost.Already a large voluntary emigration 
to Australia from the British Isles had commenced,but this 
was directed mainly to.the goldfields. Persons were sent out 
who for physical or other reasons were not likely to be attracted 
to the "diggings ".Emigrants were sent from the *esbern Highlands 
through the instrumentality of a Society formed under the 
patronage of Prince Albert. This party sailed in the "Hercules " 
and had a somewhat unfortunate voyage. Encountering a storm 
the ship had to put in at Rothesay.When again under way small -pox 
was discovered on board and a stop was made at Cork.Eventually 
after much delay tale emigrants reached South Australia where they 
were well received. 
. R±'/(- g c*-1-k-;~- 
. 
(2o) 
Owing to the attraction which the gold- fields had for 
seamen difficulties of transportation arose. In August 1852 no 
less than 74 vessels were lying in Hobson's Bay,having been deserted 
by members of their crews. The seamen on getting tired of the 
"diggings" would return to the shops and demand £50 or £60 for 
the return voyage.The result was that the cost of the passage to 
Australia soon rose from £10 to as much as £23.0wing to the large 
number wishing to reach Australia larger ships had to be used. The 
crowding led to an increase in the mortality on board,especially 
amongst the children. This led to a refusal to accept families 
with more than two children under/ / 7 or three under 10. The 
spontaneous emigration to Australia consisted largely of single 
men,and the Emigration Commissioners decided not to assist any 
such who were not members of families.At the same time they gave 
greater facilities for emigration to single women. 
The discovery of gold marked the turning point in 
the development of the Australian Colonies. An era of prosper &ty 
was inaugurated which was beyond the wildest dreams of those 
who had struggled to lay the foundations. The day od beginnings 
was over,and success was assured. 
It may be convenient in connection with emigration to 
Australia to mention the movement to South Africa which began in 
the forties owing to the encouragement given by the Emigration 
Commissioners.This emigration was conducted on the same lines as 
that to Australia.Evidently the hopes of those who were so enthus- 
-iastic about the Cape of Good Hope as an outlet for the surplus 
Population of the Bri:ish Isles after the close of the Napoleonic 
wars We not fulfilled. The emigration of 1820 was not followedby 
that steady stream which its promoters seemed to see in prophetic 
vision. The Cape did not prove attractive of itself,and for 
reasons already given pauper emigration was 
rt 
23. 
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"be the result. After putting forth to the public a printe i pal4phlet 
in which was published a statement of the objects of the Society, the 
next step which they took was to get tosether a number of persons 
who wishel -Co go out to New Zealand, ana settle there. Those persons 
formed themselves in a bory,which may be properly called an intending 
colony.They were a body of people who separate°, themselves from 
society }Mere, and formed themselves into a dietinct society for the 
I 
establishing New )t.liOSe of ,.,',1J11.,_1i1` themselves i iï ;:eVT Ze .laïìt, >>_ ovi áe:1 the 
Association should succeed in its public object.As soon as this body 
was formed, which comprised a number of persons of some station, of 
good eduction, and considerable property, the Association made its 
first 
t the Government." " 1 The New Zealand kadociation r communication to on u ei__n,.z  
had grown out of the Com ̂ ittee on Taste lands which met in 1836, and 
its aims were to carry out the recommendations of that Committee. 
In 1837 a pamohle t was issued ÿiving the aims of the 
Association. t?_ 1 The Wakefield system was to be taken as the basis 
of their efforts at colonisation. The desire of the Association was 
not only to colonise New Zealai 1, but to preserve ana civilise the 
natives.Land was to be sold at a uniform pri ce, and. might be sold either 
in England or New Zealand. froportion of the purchase money was to 
be devoted to local improvements, and the remainder was to form an 
esigration f und. The or:linary revenue of the colony was to be raised 
by taxation. In order to initiate the project a loan was to be-raised. 
The scheme generally was based on the South Australia Act. 
A petition was add es"sed to Lord l._elbourne, who was then 
Time Minister. An interview was arranges_, at which Lorg Howick was 
Present.A draft Of a Bill for founding a colony was submitted. Lord 
Howick suggeßte:L alterations, but further progress was _geld up by 
the death of ;'lilliar liV. However, encourage.l by` the favo erable 
reception ti:, : project h<aa receiveâ, theAssocietion presente:l its 
scheme to the peAblic,ana when parliament met again in December a 
considerable body of ")eo le,preparel to e_Gi rate,had been collected. 
The came a second interview with Lord :ielbourne, at whic_n. Lord 
Glenel`; was present..íany objections to the scheme were made by 
Glenelg, and. the official attitude was 
¡ 1.Report of Select Committee on New Zealand. 1e+ß?. Pt-te, 
2.The British Colonisation of New Zealand, being an account of 
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(6) /2 ; 
sentiment was fostered in the Highlands by a Gaelic periodical, 
published ,ion 'it y , largely under the direction of Dr 1\Torr.ian MacLeod. 
In this publication all available information was given retarding 
the colonies. The great atta c s.ent of the Highlanders to their 
land made it difficult to ;et them to emigrate. The limitation on 
the ate of those .assisted was another difficulty as the filial 
affection of the younger people caused them to decide to remain with 
their parents.The clan feeling las also strong.This had the happy 
result when the Highlanders did emigrate of causing them to form 
settlements in the British Coonies in preference to scattering over 
r, 
the United States. 
It was thought that, on the lowest est' gate, one third of 
the population of the Highlands could be removed with beneric i al 
results.A :iove-:lelt to the Lowlands had commenced from those parts 
of the Highlands more conveniently situated, but this gave little 
relief to the West coast and the Islands.TTu,nerous s_Aall "clearances" 
for sheep farms or deer forests continuel, and in some instances 
those who were evicted were given assistance to emigrate. in 1853 
Knoydart in the Glengarry district of Inverness- shire was cleared, 
and the tenants shipped to North Ameri ca. Between 1'251 and 1863 
2231 souls left the Island of Lewis and emigrated to Canada. The 
cost of the passage and equipment was borne by Sir James Matheson, 
and amounted to £1 1,855.In 1849 500 souls emigrated from Glenelg 
at 
a cost of 22500 which was borne by the proprietor and the Highland 
destitution Cor ìittee. In 1351 about 1500 souls were sent 
out to 
Canada fi-on Colonel Gordon's estates in "Death Ui st and 
Barra. The 
I , Re-k -,.t8 b tom- . .t - fad.-. 
, ) /zt, 
sane policy was adopted by other proprietors on a smaller scale. In 
sortie instances there was genuine over -population, b..zt in others the 
motive of removal was the greater gain to be obtained from the land 
being used aler sheep raisin; or as deer forests. 
An unfortunate feature of this emigration was that in some 
instances little provision was made for the reception or care of 
the emigrants on their arrival in Canada.A description of some of 
i fr 
the emigrants is ;riven in an issue of th- r7uebec Tines of 1 351 :- 
'The fifteen hundred souls whom Colonel Gordon has sent to quebec 
this season,have all been sup- ported for the past week at least, and 
conveyed to Upper Canada at the expense of the colony; and on their 
arrival at Toronto and -aailton, the greater number have been 
dependent on the charity of the benevolent for a morsel of bread. 
Four hundred are in the river at present, and will arrive in a day 
or two, :,:caking a total of nearly two thousand of Colonel Gordon's 
1 
tenants and cotters whom the province will have to sue-port". The 
, 11 
Dundas 7arden of October 2nd. 1F51 adds a few touches to the picture;- 
"7Te have been pained beyond measure for some time pas t, to witness 
in our streets st many unfortunate Highland emigrants, apparently 
:destitute of any means of subsistence,and many of them sick,from 
want and other attendant causes. There will be many to 
sound the fulsome noise of flattery in the ear of the generous 
landlord,who häd spent so much to assist the emigration of his 
Poor tenants.They will give him the misnomer of a benefactor,and 
LeP -wia 
1. Quoted. in "Scots in Canada" by J.'_urray Gibbon.B. 1 1 -132. 
for what? Because he hes rid his estates of the enc'_i:?1L: rance of a 
pauper population. 
migrants 
of the poorer class, who arrive here from the 'Western 
='i hlands of Scotland, are so often situated that their eili ;ration 
is __lore cruel than b anishment. Their last shillin is spent probably 
before they -reach the upper province - they are reduced to the 
necessity of beg ;ink;. But again the case of those emigrants of 
vrhich we speak is rendered the more d.enlore.ble from their ignorance 
of the English tongue.Of the hundreds of Highlanders in and 
around Duedas at present,pe-'haps not half a dozen understand 
anything but Gaelic. "(Tuch of the burden of oupporting these destitute 
eli5rants fell upon their fellow-countrymen 7ho were already settled 
in the country.One .example of this is found in an extract from the 
minutes of a meting of the Saint Andrew's Society of Montreal on 
4th September 1241. 22; destitute emigrants had arrived from the 
Island of Lewis and were being relieved by the inhabitants of Sher- 
-brooke and its neighbourhood. Thi s co :blunity was finding it impossible 
to sup^ort so large a body, and consequently applied for assistance to 
the Montreal Society .The assistance was granted and the Highlanders 
cared for during the winter. it is hardly necessary to point out 
that soon these sturdy Highlanders became successful citizens. 
In Ireland social conditions had not iLap_'oved.Reference has 
already been :nage to the various con nittees app- .inted to enquire into 
the distress in Ireaand from 171 to 173O.The condition of Ireland was 
brought pero:iinently before the Co._iiittees on Colonisation in 1826- 1827. 
A Corn.aission was ap_eointed in 1831- to enquire into the state of the 
Poorer classes with a view to :introducing the Tn l.ish Poor Lavr systea. 
This C 1 T6. ̂ 'hese reports show o,:l_aission Z.de elaborate reports in 1 X33- _.. 
that in spite of 1l these valuable enquiries the condition of the 
Pe -pie grow worse ?Ireland differed from Great 3.ritain in 
Ln,uoted in "Scos in Canada" by 7,. ".ibbon.P..132. 
2. The Highland Clearances, by Alexander ackenzie. 1.0 1 + ed.p 148. 
3. Fi rtt, second and third ?eeorts of the Co :ais loners on the condition 
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(14) 
The disastrous emigration of 1347 cost the government of brie 
North American Colonies the sum of 2149388 in addition to 219,000 
received from the head tax on Immigrants. Heveral Canadian citizens 
succumbed to the fever which was introduced by the immigrants, and 
amongst these w several of the officials engaged in caring for the 
immigrants. 
Fearing a recurrence of the trauble in the following season the 
immigrant tax was increased.At first it was doubled,after September 
10th 1847 it was raised tab £1,and after September 30th it became 
£1.10.,while 2s 6d per immigrant was charged for every three days 
a ship was detained in quarantine.These rates applied to ruebec and 
"ontreal.The New Brunswick government fixed the immigrant tax at 
10s per head on those arriving between April 1st and September 1st, 
on those arriving between September 1st October 1 st, 21. 
on those arriving between October 1st and April 1st, with a charge 
/S. 
s 
of fox per head for each 10 days a ship was detained in quarantine. 
The result of these measures, coupled with the reports of the 
tragic emigration of 1847,was to decrease the number of emigrants 
proceeding to British North America in 1848.The number fell from 
109,680 to 31,065. This decrease in emigration to the North American 
Colonies is the more remakkable when it is considered that the total 
decrease in emigration from the British Isles was only 10,0 ̂ 0. In 
1849 the number of,emigrants leaving the British Isles to proceed 
to British North America was 41,367. 
(15) 
In 1850 the number again decreased to 32.7961, and it 1851 it was 42,605. 
The decrease in emigration %$ to British North America was accompanied 
by an increase in emigration to the United States.The enormous 
decrease in the number going to Canada alarmed the shipping interests 
,and an attempt was made to encourage emigrants going to the Western 
States of the Union to proceed through Canada.In 1848 the immigrant 
tax payable at Quebec and Montreal was reduced, and in 1849 New 
Brunswick adopted a similar course. The advantages of the ahorter 
route from Montreal to Buffalo were pointed out. Palf of the immigrant 
tax was refunded to those who were proceeding direct to the United 
Sees, and facilities for free passages were actually given in 
1. 
some instances. This caused an increase in the number passing 
through Canada on their way to the United States,and in 11349 out 
of a total of 32,292 persons arriving at Quebec and Montreal 13,723 
went direct to the United States. The majority of those landing 
in New Brunswick proceeded direct to the States, 00004000444109/ 
The result is that the number of emigrants arriving in British 
North America at this time gives little 0,0040000 indication 
of the number actually remaining there.Comparatively few of the 
Irish emigrants went to Canada after 1847,and the majority of those 
Who did made their way south of the border. 
Thus we see that the Irish emigrants, fleeing from the 
ravages of famine,made their way first to British Nort'i America. 
The tragic consequences of that movement turned the stream to the 
1. General Report of the Emigration Commissioners. 1870. 
(16) 
south. Canada had not reached that stage of development which would 
enable a large number of emigrants to be assimilated. The population 
ias little more than a million and a half, while the population of 
the United States was about twenty three millions. It can easily 
be seen how different the labour situation was in each place.It 
would have been possible for Canada to absorb a small addition to 
the usual annual immigration,but to receive the vast number of 
emigrants leaving, Ireland was utterly impossible. It would be inter - 
-esting to speculate what the history of Canada would have been 
had it been possible for the Irish famine emigration to be received. 
But the stream once directed to the south never turned back, and 
throughout the century Irish eyes looked to the great Republic as 
as a. haven of refuge affording rellèf from the pressure of poverty, 
and a land of opportunity free from the hampering influences which 
were hindering progress in their native land. 
The distress in Ireland,and the impetus to emigration,were 
Now increased by the extensive evictions of tenants which took 
place.The evictions of 1e47 have been already referred to. In that 
year the Irish Poor Law Act was amended so as to give the peasants 
claim to relief with a view to discouraging evictions.But the result 
was the direct opposite.It would seem that the observations of the 
Poet Spencer were not without foundation,whe-] he said, '-'Marry, so 
there have been divers good plots devised, and wise counsels cast 
already about the reformation of that realm,but they say it 
is the fatal destiny of that land that no purposes whatsoever 
which are meant for her good will prospe ' or take good effect : 
(17) A515: 
which, whòther it proceed from the very genius of the soil, or influence 
of the stars,or that Almighty God hath not yet appointed the time 
of her reformation,or that he reserveth her still in this inquiet 
state for some sec ±et scuurge, whi ch shall by her come into England, 
it is hard to be known, but yet much to be feared': During the three 
years ending 1849, 160,000 persons were evicted, and in a single 
Union 15,000 were ejected from their holdings. "Some of these 
unfortunates crowded into the Irish workhouses - the deaths in these 
buildinßs,wek for week,,enualled the mortality of the whole of 
London, with its 210n0,000 inhabitants - others of them lay down 
and died on the roadside; others again dragged their weary bdies to 
the coast,and begged or collected the few pence necessary for their 
conveyance to England. Some of them who had still a little,came to 
England on their wa* to the western hemisphere ; others of them, 
destitute of the means for emigration,came in the vain hope of 
finding work. Afraid to apply for relief lest they should be sent 
back to starve in their own homes under a law of settlement,they 
took refuge in the gaols, and brought down wages to the lowest point 
at which men could live. Wherever they went they carried with them 
the seeds of disease. The emigrants died in mid -ocean ; died on 
reaching Canada. The Irish who swarmed in England died like flies; 
clergymen, doctors, and relieving officers were struck down by the 
1 
fever which the Irish brought ". No less than thirty priests of 
the Roman Catholic Church 
1. History of England- Spencer 7alpole ,P350- 351.Vol.4.Elition 176. 
died of fever contracted while ministering to ti teir flocks in 
great Britain in thr year 1847 from ?.Tarch to Debe .bear. 
The number of those emigrating from Ireland whose 
emigration was due to the results producers by the famine continued 
to increase until 1852.The slight decrease in that year was 
followed by a considerable decrease in 1853.and in 1854.Emigration 
from Ireland which was directly due to distress produced by the 
famine may be said tò have ceased in 1832.Thereafter people 
emigrated not $yS kW with a view to escaping from distr.ess,but 
in hope of advancement in life.Emigration became an organised 
movement.Rmmittances,chiefly from the United States,which 
commenced in 1848,continued each year,and soon exceeded the 
amount necessary to cover the cost of the whole Irish emigration. 
During the years 1848 -1854 no less than £7,520,000 was remitted 
from the United States through various finance houses in the 
British Isles.This does not take account of the assistance given 
direct which must have Amounted to a considerable sum. 
O, -" ; .. :: 
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In the official returns of emigration from 
the British Isles it was not until 1853 that any record was made 
of the nationality of the emigrants.For this reason it is imposs- 
ible to state with accuracy the actual number who left Ireland 
during the :ears immediately following the famine.But an 
2. 
approximately accur-te estimate has been made. It is interesting 
1. The Irish Crisis.Edinburgh Review.January.1843. 
2. Reports of the Colonial Land and Emigration Commissioners 
for these years. 
/6 c 1 '7. 
to compare the emigration figures with the remittances during these 
years. 
Year. Emigration. Remittances. 
1847. 219,885. 
1848. 181,361. £460,000. 
1849, 218, 842. £540,000. 
1850. 213,649. E957400 
1851. 254,537. £990,000. 
1852. 224,997. £1,404,000. 
1853. g 192,609. £1,439,000. 
1854. 150,209. £1,730,000. 
1855. 78,854. £873,000. 
It will be seen from these figures that in 1850 the amount 
of money remitted to Ireland from the United States exceeded 
the total cost of all the Irish emigration,as the average cost 
of the passagb to America did not exceed 0 pyymy 
'y 
£4 per 
person. It has been pointed out that the disasters attending 
the emigration to Canada in 1847 turned the strea: a of Irish 
emigration to the United States.But,in addition to the larger 
population, and the greater facilities for labour to be found 
ingi the latter country,one of the most powerful influences 
to the continuance of that movement was the remittance of 
the cost of the passage by relatives and friends in the t}nited 
States. 
The falling off in emigration in 1853 and the years 
following was due to social conditions in Ireland and in the 
United States.Treland was recovering from the shock of the 
famine,and the surplus population had been already drained 
off.There is little doubt that had not emigration been 
artificially stimulated by the remittances the falling off 
would have been much greater.Emigration had improved the 
condition of the labourers who had remained in the country 
(20) 
and as distress is almost always necessary to stimulate emigration, 
there was much less disposition on the part of the labourers to 
leave their homeland. Owing to the dull state of trade and industry 
in the Unite:" States there was less demand for labour. In 1354 
there was a return emigration from the United States to iverpool 
1. 
of 12,573, and there was also some movement into Canada.There was 
opposition of a somewhat political nature to the large numbers 
of Roman Catholics settling in the United btates,which was 
fostered by a party known as the "Know- nothing" party, but it 
is unlikely that this opposition had any serious effect on 
emigration. 
The increase in emigration to the United States as 
compared with that to the British Colonies throughout the latter 
part of the nineteenth century was almost entirely due to the 
emigration from Ireland. In addition to the social causes 
which led the Irish to seek a home outside the mpire the most 
potent influence was hatred of England.This feeling was intensified 
by the sufferings which the emigrants underwent in their flight'1 
during the years immediately following the famine. 
That the condition of those who sailed to the United States was 
little 
O better than that of those who went to British North America 
is shown by a letter from Vere Foster,an Irish plilanthropist, 
who,following in the footsteps of De Vere who investigated the i i8s0 o. 
conditions in 1347, sailed in the "TTashingtom" to New York. The 
emigrants attributed their sufferings to English misrule, and 
carried with them feelings of animosity towards England which 
hatnsurvived to the present time,and still exercise an important 
1,Report of Emigration Commissioners.1355. 
2 Correspondence re the Emigrant Ship "Washington ",in Accounts 
and Papers. 1351 . 
(21) 
political influence. "It is probable that the true source of 
the savage hatred of England that animates great bodies of 
Irishmen on the other side of the Atlantic has very little 
real connection with the penal laws,or the rebellion,or the Union. 
It is far more due to the great clearances,and the vast unaided 
1. 
emigrations that followed the famine." 
A somewhat remarkable feature of the Irish emigration 
was the fact that the great majority of the emigrants sought 
a home inthe towns rather than in the country. Ireland has 
continued chiefly an agricultural country,and it would seem 
natural that the emigrants would take up acriculture in their 
adopted country. The great West was opening up at the time 
ri 
when Irish emigration was at its floodtide,but the broad prattles 
provided no attraction. This has been attributed to the fact 
that the Irish peasant finds social life in the community 
rather than in the home.He is a communist socially,and has 
not developed that strong individuality which is necessary 
to maintain existence on the isolated homesteads of a newly 
opened country. The tenement in the American towns provided 
the nearest approach to the type of social life to which the 
Irish had been accustomed,and so the greater opportunities 
on the "frontier" were neglected for the "neighbourliness" of 
the towns. 
The influence of the famine emigration on social 
conditions in Irelend was very great. In 1851 the population 
1. Leaders of Public Opinion in Ireland.Vol.II.P.177.W.E.Lecky. 
2. Ireland in the New Century. Sir Horace Plunkett. Pp.55 -56. 
(22) 
had decreased by 1,559,330 as compared with the census figures 
of,1841. It is estimated that the increase in population from 
1841 to 1845 was about 95,000,so that this number should be added 
to the decrease shown in the census of 1851. The emigrants 
during the period 1841 -1851 numbered about 1T250,000.About 700,000 
of the population died as the result of disease brought on by 
poor and insufficient food.On the basis of the previtus rate of 
increase the population in 1851 should have been over 9,000,000, 
1. 
but it actually was 6,515,794. This decrease in the population 
relieved the labour situation,and improved the condition of the 
labourers-It also made possible the consolidation of small holdings, 
and the placing of agriculture on a more economic basts.But it 
oust not be overlookdd that the evictions which took place 
caused acute suffering:, and embittered the feelings of many of 
the Irish peasantry. The continued decrease in the population of 
Ireland has been largely due to the stream of emigrants which 
since the famine have sought a home amidst happier and more hope- 
-171,11 conditions in the New World. 
1. Facts and Figures about Ireland. Grimshaw. 
The Lull in 7,migration. -1850-1875. 
When the storm clouds of 1848 had rolled away a period of 
influence 
prosperity was ushered in which had a vitaltin lessening the 400 
stream of emigration from the British Isles.The position of Great 
Britain as the workshop of the world was now secure.The era of the 
displacement of labour due to the introduction of machinery in 
industry had passed away, axed the country was reaping the reward of 
the increase in output resulting from the improved methods of 
w 
production. The development of the means of transport by rail and 
steamship opened up the world's markets,and provided an outlet 
for British goods.The earlier consolidation of internal communications 
in Great Britain gave her an initial advantage over other countries. 
"The greater efficiency of railways and steamships over any other 
form of transport gave this country temporarily a bounty on product- 
ion and distribution between 1850 and 1870.Great Britain could 
produce in masses,receive raw material in bulk and send away any 
quantity with despatch and punctuality in a manner which was not 
1 
possible to any other community except France before 1870 ". Agri - 
culturehad also recovered from the depression of the second quarter 
of the century and was now prosperous.The situation in Ireland 
aras relieved by the famine exodus,and the Irish farmers shared in 
the general prosperity of agriculture.The consequence was a decrease 
in emigration from Ireland,although the number emigrating was still 
large as compared with England or Scotland.Free Trade had triumphed, 
and whatever may be said as to its merits under different 
circumstance 
it undoubtedly was the policy best suited to the industrial 
and 
commercial position of the United Kingdom at this period). 
l.Industrial and Commercial s-evolutions in Great Britain.L:'C "A:Knowles. 
(2) 
mhe United States which had been Britain's most serious rival in 
the shipbuilding; industry received a etback during the War of 
Secession,and the advantage which she had in the possession of 
abundant lumber was lost when iron was used in ship construction. 
3efore the Civil War the United States carried a large proportion 
pf the European emigrants to her ports in her own ships,and had 
even entered into competition with Great Britain in carrying emigrants 
1. 
from the British Isles to Australia. During the war the British 
At 
Shipbuilders had revolutionized ship construction ̂9ehe close of the 
Rar the United States was at a great disadvantage in shipbuilding 
wring to the change in technique,and her capital was directed to 
industrial enterprise,and railway construction. 
In the colonies themselves the age of tutelage had 
anded.The work of Lord Durham in Canada had given statesmen a new 
conception of colonial policy.The sturdy pioneers who had braved the 
forces of na:6ure in frail ships on stormy seas,in the lonely forests 
if Canada,or on the sun -baked plains of Australia had demonstrated 
t'rteir ability to manage their own affairs.Canada led the way in the 
struggle for responsible goverbment.This was granted in 1R O.It was 
inevitable that the same right should be granted to the other 
colonies at the proper time.One obstacle In the ;ray of this in 
the au.stralian Colonies was the transportation of convicts. This 
eras abolished in 'Tew South Wales in 1840, in Tasmania In 1 
e 2. "extern 
kustralia, which had been formed as a free colony -rer uested in 1848 
that convicts should be sent there.This request was due to the shortage 
of labour. Convicts were sent, but the -practice was discontin, led in 
1.Report of Colonial Land and Emigration Commissioners. 1869. 
2.Industrial and Commerc&al Revolutions in Great Britain. L.C.A. 
3.2") c 
/Nam ..,(arrik . p. 40. Knowles. 
P . 193-194. 
(3) 
¡e3. 
185$. ")urine; the period of its operation the demand for labour was 
practically satisfied by the convicts anti the ultimate effect was 
to rear rd. still further the progress of the colony, and responsible 
government was not achieved until 1290. Responsible government was 
granted to "ew South ':Y ales, Victoria, South Australia, and Tasmania in 
15.';'ew Zealand had already attained responsible institutions in 
1952, and Cane Colony in 1F7 .The grant of responsible government 
marked a stage in the political evolution of the colonies,and at 
the same time it was a recor;nitionn their economic develor,ment had. 
Sassed the purelj colonial stage, and that a solid foundation had 
been laid for political self- determinati on. enceforth they are 
7o:niniofS . ¿tartetl on the career of progress which was to find its 
consummation in the union of the British Commonwealth of Nations. 
7P- ligration to Australia had been fostered the assistance 
given to emigrant s from the returns of the land sales, but the gold 
discoveries in 1951 attracted a spontaneous emigration which for 
1 
the first time :ras larger than the State -aided emigration. Henceforth 
the assistance given was more fitful. 7rom the `old discoveries 
until 1967 Australia proved more attractive to emigrants than 
any other part of the Er pare, ana_ perhaps the grertest benefit derived 
from gold was the advertisement which resulted.Gold did not create 
theTyrosperitr of the Australian States,but it drew attention to 
them,and attracted the population which was necessary to build up 
prosper.ty on the fo.indations already laid.The population of the 
Australian States and of New Zealand was in a condition of continual 
1.iiistorical Geography of the British Colonies.C:D.Rogers.Volvi Pt.1 hy 
Page 153. 
(4) 
flux, and during this period the arriv 1s in each state give little 
indication of the number actually a ettling, but during the twenty 
years following the gold discoveries the population about trebled. 
In ?stew Zealand gold hal been discovered in Otago in 1861, 
and a little later in other parts of the islands. The discovery 
attracted a considerable nu--. ber of people, chiefly from the other 
Australian colonies. There was a slight increase in emigration to 
New Zealand from theft British Isles,but thi d was small corapared 
with the nzovenent to Australia luring the previous aecade.In 1871 
the native troubles which had disturbed North Island were finally 
settled and New Zealand entered upon a period of rapid expansion. 
Large sums of money were spent on railway construction. in 1870 
there were 7 miles of railway in the country, an 1. in 1880 the railway 
mileage was 1288.7aturally this had an effect on the national debt 
1 
which increased from 7, 0 ̂ O, 0 ̂ O in 1 870 to 5 26, Q©0, OOO in 1').80. The 
eyfpenditure of such a large sun,of money "created a derrand for labour, 
and drew into the country a swarm of i mini grants so large as nearly 
to double the population between 1871 ana 1881 . Land values rose 
rapidly, the influx of ,miners continued,new industries were started 
and towns e:rew. A period of wild speculation in land and in business 
generally :ras naturally followed by a collapse and general depression 
from which the colony _lid not recover for :iany years.Then first 
was it that ili5tress and pauperism appeare:', ':e z first the unlizcky 
irnrnigrants whose hopes had been disappointe:i begs-na to look to the 
Z. 
rovern;,ent for :zely.*.rew ?ealand exyoc;rienced q'zat few view countries 
'iave the wisdo:z to a.void,nam.elf,a boo-.1 created bi ände?.vouri.n;; 
to 
force the pace of progress, f ollowed bydepresii on, and stagnation. 
1.t?istorical Ge r-raoh° of the* British Colonies.Australasia.B.235. 2Podern Deroeries.or1 9ryce.Vol.?'I.p 204. 
!1 f S. 
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Tî Canada the process of development and consolidation was 
connetti n.`; the scattered settlements, ana filling the waste places with 
a prosperous Population.Great activity was shown in railway and canal 
construction. In all British north America in 1850 there were only 
55 :riles of railway, and in 1867 this had increased to over 3,000 
ailes.A canal system was constructed which made possible the passage 
of ships of noderate draught through Lakes Huron, 7irie, and Ontario 
1. 
to the sea. The popta.lation steadily increased, but various factors 
combined to lessen the attraction of Canada for emigrants.Canada 
shared in the depression on the North American continent corT_aencing 
in 135.. The effect of the black year of 1847 was still felt.Political 
unrest served also to disc ourage emigrants.This unrest lid not pass 
away until Confed -r .tion in 1867. There was no active demand for 
emigrants, and there ;Tas no attempt at advertisememt such as 
followed the Confederation of the provinces.The United States 
continued to prove more attractive,especially to the Irish,and there 
as a boom in emigration to the Australasian States.All these 
influences conbined to decrease enigration to Canada in the period 
Prior to the opening of the Test. 
3 
1.Progress of Canada in the Century.J.Castell " nkins.Pp 331 -335. 
'.Population of British n?orth America.-- id 
P3" 
1881. 1°61. 1871. 
Lourer Canada 890, 0(-71 . 
1, 1 1 1, 5' 1,1;11,516. 
^ 52, 004. 1, 39'7091. 1,620,851. Upper Canada 387, 800 . 
"' Scotia 276 117, 3-30,857. ova E  Al - 
2 X47. 285, 5g4. 
New Brunswick 1 ?3, 800. 52, 
Prince Edward Island 65, 000: (estimatedI 80, 857. 94,021.  
. 
1lanitoba and 13. Columbia 10,00 ̂( °x) 
46,341. 
1 L,F..A- I rU _eal) 4-4.-r-'. 2 s 377, 182. 3, 1.81, 
418. 3,626,0n'.í 
South Africa still failed to attract e nigrants. This was due 
largely to the fact that native labour could be obtained easily and 
cheaply, and 3ritish unskilled labour was unable to compete in the 
labour market.lfter the Crimean War the Gen_aan Legion was settled on 
the Eabtern frontier.Attempts were made to encourage im-iligration by 
&°+- &fit 
State aid. In 1858 250,000 was voted to bring out agricultural 
labourers, shepherds, nechanics,and any other persons likely to be 
d, oc 4..11 ,44..4..4. reL.^-1 
useful in the colony,: _ - 
ar Y3/01.: . a 9 3 s 3 .-.k r...Gí 04- a. erlr 
9 3. D -1A.r 
.In 1858 Natal had voted an annual grant of ^5,0^7) to 
' --_----.. -------_-=- - ---_- 
assist in introducin, . immigrants. But the results of this system 
were not very encouraging. The chief difficulty was that the type 
of individual best suited to the South African colonies was the 
settler possessing sufficient capital to become an employer of native 
labour. 
The land reulations of 1 844 had been rescinded in 1 855, and 
the system of sale by auction, ana quit rents reintroduced. The upset 
price was made just sufficient to cover the cost of survey, sale, 
and title deed. In 1864 the Natal Government appointed a Committee 
to inquire into the whole question of imraigratio_n.A larger annual 
appropriation for immigration was recommended. The disadvantage of 
the small mount of land at the disposal of the Crown was also 
pointed out. In 1866 a scheme for encouraging land settle;zent yr :,s 
introt'.uced.A settler £500 capital, or an Ln:,ui U r of n5O eièL:3 
to receive 200 acres of land together with a further reserve of 
200 acres at 10/- per acre.The scheme was modified to suit sibttlers 
1. /Z..r,-; ; - w. . w rik'`r`" 0.44 ----t ark fr- '` /Joy() 
possessing smaller amounts of capital. 79 families consisting of 
170 persons were sent out under this scheme. in 1867, and 138 families 
consisting of 230 persons in 1868.A financial depression in 1060 
again discouraged immigration, and t':ie vote for assistance was struck 
out of the estimates.The various efforts of the South African 
Govern,aents to secure settlers produced only slight results.The 
day of South Africa was not yet,and she had to wait until official 
attention was attracted by the colonial competition of other 
European nations,ana popular imagination fired by the discovery 
of mineral wealth. 
In addition to the industrial and commercial prosperity 
of the United Kingdom at this time,other influences were at work 
to decrease emigration.Some of those who would have emigrated 
were absorbed in the army during the Crimean War.There was an 
increase in emigration at the close of the war,but thid was again 
checked by the outbreak of the Indian iitiny.The depression on the 
Forth American continent at the sane time served still further to 
decrease emi;3ration.The outbreak of the Civil War had a similar 
from 1963 to 1865 
effect,although the increase in emigration from Ireland,,,was said 
to be due to the attraction of the bounties given by American 
1 
citizens to individuals who would t'ke their place in the army. 
The lull in emigration during this period is all the more 
remarkable when the great improvement in the means of transport - 
is taken into consideration. In 1933 the first steamer crossed the 
Atlantic. This was a Canadian vessel, the "Royal Willia-a ",which 
arrived at London from nuebec, having spent seventeen days on the 
1. Report of Emigration Co :missioners. 1865. In 18'5 31,943 single 
Irishmen emigrated to the United States.See Report of 1866. 
1. 
voyage. The Cunard Company was fo'a.nded in 1 34.0, and in 1850 t'zeir 
fleet consisted on 12 vessels constructed of wood,and propelled 
bypaddles,These vessels varied in speed from 8-1, to 12 knots.The 
nail steamers not only i:aproved shipping conditions directly, but had 
3n indirect effect on the conditions on board the sailing vessels. 
rn some cases when a sailing ship had left a British port without 
laving complied with the shipping regulations information to this 
affect was sent by a steamer following to the authorities at the 
%anadian ports,and the offending ship- masters were apprehended on 
2 
Lrrival. The Allan Line began operations in 1852. The old sailing 
hips disappeared rapidly.In 1863 455 of the emigrants travelled 
n steamships,in 1e66 the proportion was 815,and by 1870 the number 
t emigrants using sailing vessels was negliglible.Indirectly this 
,brows light on the financial condition of the emigrants.The cost 
t the passage in a steamer was about one third more than in a 
ling ship.Had the emigrants been driven out by destitution,9.s 
m many previous occasions,there is little doubt that the cheaper 
lode of travel would have been used. 
The development of telegraphic dommunication brought the 
carious parts of the Empire closer together,and the emigrant was 
to longer launching out into the unknown as in the earlier part 
if the century. The growth of railway systems in the overseas 
)ominions facilitated the dispersal of the settlers on arrival, 
Ind at the same time provided on outleiy for surplus produce,and 
;reatly hastened the economic development of the newly opened 
territories. 
1. An Outline 0f Industrial History.Edward Cressy. H 218. 
2. Report of Emigration Coamissioners.1843. 
=,-:_--=REMPTIL.=ZLIM 
A feature of the emigration at this time was the increasing 
number of emigrants from continental Europe who travelled to North 
America via British ports.This movement began in 1846 when parties 
of Germans arrived at London on their way to the United States. 
Nomegians,Swedes,and Danes reached Liverpool via Hull.In the 
Emigration Returns no distinction in nationality was made before 
1853,and in that year over 30,000 foreigner/ emigrants sailed from 
British ports. The number varied from year to year, but there was 
a continued increase in this movement until in the years 1868 -60 -70 
the average was over 60T -000 annually . A small number reached the 
United States through Canada,and this,coupled with the steady stream 
of Irish emigrants passing along the same route,makes it difficult 
to estimate accurately the number of emigrants actually remaining 
t. 
inCanada.The increased facilities for travel between Canada and 
the United States added to the movement from one country to the 
other.The relative movement each year depended largely on the 
state of the labour marl1et ineach country. en some years the number 
remaining in Canada was as low as one fifth of the arrivals,and in 
others it was as high as three fourths. 
The Irish in America continued to send remittances to 
their fellow - countrymen in their native land.Apart from private 
remittances of which there is no record,the amount sent each year 
was considerably more than was necessary to cover the cost of the 
total emigration from Ireland. In fact it was sufficient to provide 
for the passages of the total emigration to North America from the 
British Isles.During the years 1847- 1 °69,after deducting cabin 
«.,, d o-, /o, 07 i x, r aH.-d- 
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passengers and foreigners about 3,500,000 emigrants sailed 
from British ports to North America.The cost of the passage for these 
would be about £15,000,000.fluring the twenty years 1848 -1868 this 
amount was actually remitted to Ireland through the finance houses. 
The United States continued to attract the larger proportion 
of the emigrants from the British Tsles. During the eight years 
1853 -18.60 615 went to the U. ". , 105 to British North America, 285 to 
Australia and New Zealand, and 1% to all other places, and during the 
ten years 1861 -1870 72% went to the U,S.,B;' to British North America, 
17% to Australia and INew Zealand,and 3' to all other places.The total 
number of British and Irish emigrants for these eighteen years was 
2,884,512. 
The grant of self -government to the Australasian colonies 
led to a decrease in the work of the Colonial Land and Emigration 
Commissioners. Thei r chief work had been the management of land sales, 
and the application of the proceeds to the transportation of 
emigrants.Their operations in this respect did not extend to Canada 
owing to the different land system there.A very important function 
was the administration of the Shipping Acts,and much good was 
achieved,especially in the earlier years of the existence of the 
Board.The selfngoverning Dominions gradually appointed their own 
emigration agents in Great Britain and the work of the Commissioners 
dwindled.During the twenty three years from 1847 to '869 they 
despatched 339,338 selected and assisted emigrants,at a cost of 
á4, 864, 000. Of this amount only £523, 000 was provided by the emigrants 
or their friends,and the remainder was secured from colonial funds. 
1. Report of Commissioners.1870. 
In 1872 the administration of the Passenger Act was transferred to 
the Board of Trade, still further lessening the work of the Commission. 
As each Commissioner retired his place was not filled,and the work 
of the Commission ceased entirely in 1878. 
The official attitude towards the colonies at the middle 
of the nineteenth century is well represented by the doctrines of 
the Manchester School.They held that the colonies were a burden 
rather than an advantage to the mother country,and that their 
complete independence was inevitable.They maintained that the 
economic benefit from the colonies was not increased by the political 
connection,and that the severance of the bond was really desirable. 
The differential tariffs in favour of the colonies which had grown 
up during the earlier part of the century were abolished by the 
adoption of Free Trade,and the colonies were placed on the same 
standing as foreign countries.But in the later sixties a change in 
the attitude towards the overseas Dominions becomes noticeable.One 
factor in bringing this about may have been the failure of foreign 
nations to follow the example of Great Britain with regard to trade 
policy.In 1869 the Colonial Institutewas founded with the object 
of disseminating accurate information about the Empire,and strength- 
ening the bonds which bind the different parts together.This movement 
grew in force under the leadership of such states:ien as ahseph 
Chamberlain, Lord Rosebery, and Lord Salisbury, until at the beginning; 
4 the twentieth century a united empire had become the popular ideal. 
(ii) 
A break in the lull in emigration occurred during theyears 
1869 -19.73. This was due largely to Mistress in England fròrn 1 69 to 
íQ71. The average annual emi_ratior} exclusive of foreigners, for 
the five years preceding 1 ?(a was 1 3a, 43'7, and from 1 ?69 to 1 ?73 it 
was 2 4,Ö°n.In comparing these f6 ures it must be pointe out that 
owing to the increasing facilities for travel general passenger 
movement was increasing, consequently a proportion of taose included 
sere not bona fide emigrants.No account of the return movement to thb 
G, 
British Isles was taken before 1876. So that just as it is necessary 
that 
in studying the emigrati -,n statistics from 1 °46 to 1 ?5 ̂ allowance 
must be made for foreigners passing through, in this period allowance 
must be made for tourists.'iowever when this is done there is still 
a substantial increase in the number of emigrants. 
This increase was almost entirely from England, although 
there was a slight increase from Scotlan:d.The distress was most 
keenly felt in London, and led to a discussi7,n in the Hause of 
Commons regarding; the advisibility of giving government as.:istance 
to enigration.This was op ?ose.. because it was thought that'govern- 
'alent aid would diminish the assistance from private sources, and 
xould tend to pauper/lee the emigrants, a.n . so make them less 
acceptable in the United States, and in the overseas dominions. 
Arttbans, and mechanics who had been discharged from the government 
dockyards, toth6 nurbeof about 14nß!, were taken to Canada in two 
troopships which were proceeding there to bring home troops.Z23nf 
was raised by private subscription to cover incidental expenses. 
Assistance was - iven to over 5300 others by private individuals, 
a!ad by the aritish and Colonic Emigration Society Further assistance 
; a 42 It in .5g - --ÿ - .Is ; 
n I o : If wli ,,. ce.._- d.w,..w.. 2 37 01h 
1 -eport of E!?í2ration Con_ issioners. 1 ` .aa ,ß to 8 i ". t..++...a.,_I.,, ca- ....- -sw.. 6244.w.641-44:. 
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was given c?urin ?,. 1 °7Q. The British and Colonial Society assisted 
5089 emigrants, the East End Family Emigration Fund gave assistance 
to over 1000, and others were ai,ed by the Canadian Emigration Clfi1b. 
It was estimated that about 8000 were assisted t- emigrate to Canada. 
This assistance was continued during; the following years, and was 
to some extent responsible for the continuation of the increased 
emigration after the period of distress had ended. 
In 1869,for the first time,emigration from 7ngland exceed- 
-Ed that from Ireland. Mile Irish emigration still continued larger 
its 
in proportion to population,; decline 
in proportion to English e:mi ration.was from this year steady. English 
emigration in 1 °6c was the largest since 1854 . The large number in 
that year was due to the attraction of the Australian gold fields 
which a to emigrate in hope of gain, 
but in 1869 86-' of the English emigrants went to North America, and 
the motive was fear of distress. 
Some emigrants were taken to Venezuela by the "American, 
Ingl$lsh,and Venezuelan Trading and Commercial Company ".These emigrants 
were exposed to suffering as there were no preparations to receive 
them,an the conditions were unsuited to those accustomed to life 
in England.There was also emigration th the Argentine.This was the 
beginning of attempts to secure emigrants for the South American 
Republics whichdrewforth repeated warnings as to the unsuitability 
of South American countries for British emigrants. 
The year 1 °70 witnessed the beginning of the opening of the 
Canadian North West for colonisation.The early attempt at colonisation 
in 1 °12 
b.Y Lord Selkirk ̂had nôt been successful.The North West continued 
/14. 
to be a trading preserve ofthe Hudson's Bay Company1The colonisation 
ofthe Territories was against the best interests of the Company, 
and naturally the disadvantages of the great North "est for 
colonisation were emphasised.However in 1969 negotiations for the 
purchase of the Hudson&s Bay rights by the recently formed Dominion 
Government were concluded. The Hudson's Bay Company were to receive 
£300,000, and to retain the land ,sur-°ounding their trading, posts 
to an amount not exceeding 45,00n acres. In addition the Company was 
to receive "one -twentieth of the fertile belt bounded on the south 
by the United States boundary, on the West by the Rocky Mountains, on 
the north by the northern branch of the Saskatchewan River, and 
on the east by Lake Winnipeg,the Lake of the Woods and the waters 
2. 
connecting; them." Surveys were commenced and in 1870 the Province 
of Manitoba was formed,and united to the Dominion.In 1 ° 2 the 
Dominion Lands Act was passed to regulate the grant of land in Manitoia 
and the Toth :jest Territories.This Act provided for the division of 
the district into townships containing 36souare miles,and into secti000 
of 640 acres which were still further divided into quarter- sections 
of 160 acres. Any person being the head of a family, or having attained 
21 years of age was entitled to a free grant of 160 acres of 
agricultural land for the purpose of actual settlement.Full legal 
title was given at the end of three years occupancy on proof being 
given that a ppecified amount of land on the holding had been 
brought Under cultivation. 
1 "Up to the year 1857 the Red River Settlement remained the only 
colony west of Upper Canada in some measure independent of the fur 
tradd;and though that settlement continued to exist,it remained 
stagnant and showed no sins of its great futtre.In 1857 its population 
as a little over 6000,co:-aposea as to its larger half of French 
Canadians and half,breeds,the children of French Canadians by Indian 
mothers,the rest being descendants of Selkirk's ploneers,along with 
some Fnglish'half- breeds." Hist Geo of British Colonies.Vol v.Pt 8 P255. 
2. Ibid. P.268. 
(15) X23 
In 1871 British Columbia became a province of the Dominion. Gold 
had been discovered there in 1856,and in 1858 it had been made a Crown 
Colony. -Because of the difficulty in reaching it the attraction 
which it had for eai- rants from the British Isles was slight. The 
inhabitants were lamely gold- seekers from the United States, and 
there was little actual settlement for a number of years.The most 
important element in the union of British Columbia with the Dominion 
as the agreement that y'lv a railway should be constructed connecting 
the new province with other provinces. Thks railway became the most 
important factor in opening; up western Canada for the settler. 
Although prosperity in Englani had returned in 1871 the 
increase in emigration continued until 1873. F rom 1874 to 107 8,the 
remainini-i years of the period which we have characterised as the 
41u11 in emigration ", there was a marked decrease in the number 
leaving the British Isles.This decrease was greatest in the case 
of Ireland.One reason for this decrease was undoubtedly the 
depression in the United States which commenced in 1873.Of this 
criksis Professor Max Farrand says, "The usual characterisation,that 
it was Tbrief,but sharp',would apply perfectly to the Pan is of 
1873, but the five years following were a period of declining markets 
and surplus goods,of idle mills and idle men,of strikes,lockouts, 
1. 
and bankruptcies." In 187# the number of British and Irish returnin., 
from the United States was actually 143 more than the number going 
there. A noticeable feature of emigration since the disturbance of 
1.The Development of the Unite States.Max Farrand.P233. 
2.Excess of Emigrants from the British Isles over Immigrants for 
the years 187671877, 187 °. (British and Irish. onlyt' ken from ''oa.r 
of Trade returns for 1878. 
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of the steam to Australia due to the gold rush was the steadiness 
of the movement to Australia as compared with that to the United 
States and Canada. The reason for this was the fact that North 
America being within more convenient reach the effect of prosperity 
or depression in the British Isles was evidenced to a much larger 
extent in the emi ^ation movement to that !iestina. ti on.Reference to 
the figures ;liven of the preceding par ;e will show that about 20,000 
of -the increase in emigration in 1878 went to the United States. 
Depression In the United States usually spread to canada, so that the 
same features are noticeable in the movement% to Canada. 
It is interesting to note the attitude of organised laboi.r 
to emigration during this peri od. Tn the Fortes, followingthe collapse 
of the revolutionary trade union movelent under the leadership 
of Robert Owen in 1834, there grew up a new movement whose leaders 
were largely influenced by the orthodox political econo_ni .:its. Strikes 
were deprecated as a deans of improving the position of the wage- 
earner,and i nfltenced by the doctrine of supply and demand the 
Trade Unionists believed that the best way to increase wages and 
improve the condition of the workers was by decreasing the supply 
of labour.One means of achièving this was to encourage emigration. 
Consequently an Emigration Fund became ua constant feature of many 
1. 
of the large societies ",and Emigration Benefits one of the rights 
of the meabers.Naturally the amount of emi, ;ration benefit had to 
be strictly limited, and it, was soon discovered that the small 
amount which eben the wealthiest 'Union could afford for this purpose 
1.Histnry of Trade Unionism. Sydney add Beatrice Webb. p.201. 
(17) 
was utterly iníadequate to diminish the su,,--ly of labour effectively. 
Furthermore Trade Unions In the United. States and in the dominions 
began to object to this policy, ana it was gradually :liscontinuea. 
The most note.hbe example of w the 
use of emigration as a means to improve the condition of the worker 
was connectes with the .',;ric:zltural Labourers = '1ovement under the 
leadership of Joseph Arc'-? .That the condition of agricultural labourers 
was not an enviable one, especially in the south of England, is shown 
by the Report of the Commissioners on the En_pnyment of Young Persons 
1. 
and Vom,en in 1867. The discontent ana disturbance caused by the 
struggle between the labourers and the farmers was made use of by 
emigration agents to emphasise the advantages of life in the 
2 
overseas parts of the 7npire. Joseph Arch went to 0anada in 1873 
and macle arrangements with the Canadian Government for assistance to 
be given to labourers to emigrate .The Labourers' Union gave 21 to 
a fan, with 10/- for a woman and 5/- for a child. The remaining 
expense was borne partly by the Canadian Goverment, and partly by 
local subscriptions.Arch, in his evi .fence before the Commission on 
Agriculture in 1 88 1 ,estimated. that about 700,000 men, women and y 
'7 
children had emigrated during the previous eight or nine years .Hut 
an exa° :iination of the emigration statistics would lead to 
the conclusion that this is an overesti nation. Unfortunately the 
benefit of this emigration was largely nullified by the lessening 
of employment owing to the introduction of machinery, together with 
the serious depression in agriculture which;semmommit in 1878. 
The larger emigration in 1878 was but the beginning 
aBw----------------------------------------------- 
) ;,Life and Labour in the Nineteenth Centur. y. C .7. a. .9. 1 n -4. 
1f.)-7^-10 
2.A History of the English Agric.ltural LabourerA;E..Green.P.45 
3.Final ?eport of Commission on Agriculture.18 °2. 
of a continued increase which had its oriLin in the indu -trial and 
commercial depression which co:lmenced in 1875. The "lull" was 
over. The industrial and commercial sipremacy whic'z Great Britain 
had attained in 1850 had been successfully challenged, and 
emigration once again became the safety valve during the ensuing 
period of distress. 
Depression and Emigration. 1 ?79 -19'7. 
/7Q. 
The close of the Franco- Prussian War brought about a 
great demand for British goods in both countri es.Thei.r own industries 
had been temporarily ú.i sorganised, and production lessened. During 
the period of reconstruction there was an enlarged market for British 
manufactures. The result was inflation of credit, and overinvest.nen 
in business.Prices rose to a level which had not been reac'Ze I for 
fifty years.1. A period. of feverish activity in railroad constructiou 
in the United States created an unprecedented demand for rails, and 
stimulated production in the iron and steel industries.The crisis 
In the United States ca.,ae in 1 g73, and in the previous chapter we 
we noted its effect on emigration from the British Isles.But it 
lad also an effect on the iron and steel industry,in which the boom 
)roke early in 1874.In the following year the textile industries were 
iffected,and gradually the depression spread to all industries.Profits 
ere reduced to a mi nimum, and there was increasing unemplop:lent . 
universal depression was assigned to various causes,but the 
lost important was the competition of foreign countries, as sisted 
)y protective tariffs,in industries in which formerly Great Britain 
lad a virtua=l monopoly.The chief competitors were Germany and the 
lnited States.Ger.an industry had developed slowly but now there 
ms an outburst of activity. "All the forces tending towards 
001444- 
LIt is interesting to compare the movement of German erai ;ration with 
that from the British Isles. "From the fifties to the nineties there 
las a heavy emigration to foreign countries,especially to the United 
itates, and mainly fro2.1 the rural districts .Down to 1 4 4 there had never 
)een -Dore than 37,00n e_ai grants in one year. For the five years 1 945 -9 
h e annual avera, e was nearly 90, 0^^ .Tor 1 954 it has been esti matedat 
?50,000.There was a marked slackening in the sixties,because the ':far of 
iecession shut America for a time;and the movement was still slack in 
h e first years of imperial prosperity.In the early eighties, a fip,ure 
rf over 2n ̂,000 was again reached but not maintaine:.Tor 1985 -90 the 
Werage was just under 100,00 1.After 19^4 the figure became negligible, 
.nd never again touched 40, 00n . Tn 1r_'12 it was under. 20, p ©0" . 
SEE the Economic Development of France,an ;. -Ge or g. 
(2) 
industrialism and urbanisation had struck Germany at once.She began 
the century with no highly developed urban life,like that of 
Napoleonic ±' rance. Dovn1 to the forties she went through no industrial 
revolution, like that in which England was filling the towns before 
the railway age.Then,crowding fast on one another in two generations, 
cane the railways;the abolitioh of the last remains of medipLeval 
economic restriction after 1844the expansion of the Zollverein; the 
creation of a modern financial and banking system; the great steel 
inventions;the swift,cheap,AV glorious and exhilaratin;_; achievement 
of national uni on; and the period of electricity, overseas expansion 
and world policy.All the time population was growing at a rate which 
would have terrified nMalthus, and might, if continued, have brought his 
1. 
teachingagain to memory early in the present century ". The secret 
of German success /largely tbalf be found in the education of her 
people, ana the application of science to indtstry. 2. 
The United States became an effective competitor chiefly 
through her geniis for standardisation,the vitalising and expanding 
influence of the great influx of imraigrants,and the possession of 
3 
a number of men of exceedingly high business ability. The opening 
up of the Western States and the consequent increase in the 
production of wheat at less cost had an adverse effect of. -'ritish 
agriculture.Owing to had seasons there was a decrease in production 
in agriculture in the British Isles,but it was the competition of 
the United States that reduced the prices even of the diminished 
product.One witness before the Commission on Agriculture in 1R1, 
in assigning the cause og the depression said "It is really owing 
1. The Economic Development of France and Germany. J': gis: Clapham.P . 
27g -8O, 
2.Industry and Trade. Alfred Marshall.Vhap.VII. 
3.Ibid.Chap.VIII. 
(3) 
to the absence of sun and the presence of an extra quantity of rain ", 
but even though these conditions prevailed during eight successive 
years following 1873, British 'agriculture would likely have survived 
these disabilities had it not been for the competition of the 
American hest. 
Although the industrial and commercial depression was 
definitely felt in 1875 it was not until 1978 that it produced any 
effect on emigration.It is worthy of note that the effect of unemploy- 
ment and distress on emigration is not felt immediately.Its full 
force is not exercised until it has continued for one or two years. 
The reason for this is that population is not easily mobile,and 
the hope of improved conditions leads men to bear the ills they 
have rather than take unnecessary risks. Further,some time must 
elapse before the arrangements for emigration can be made, and often 
family or other interests make immediate removal impossible.The 
consequence of this is that often the emigration movement reaches 
its highest point after the depression has actually passed.T'_his 
is due to the fact that a number of people would have arrangements 
made for removal which could not easily be changed,and also the 
revival of trade might not have an immediate effect,or one strong 
enough to counteract the emigration fever.It is also noteworthy that 
the effect of a depression in the country of destination in decreasing 
emigration is felt much more quickly.This is also explained by the 
characteristic of human nature that it is much easier tt stop a 
movement of population than to cause it. 
The depression was most severely felt in 1879.The 
(4) 
stream of emig nation ; n 1877 had reached a minimum, the net emigration 
for that year being only 31,305.In 187g there was an increase of 
about 26, 000, and in 1879 a further increase of about 70, 000. Thi s 
increase continued until in 1883 41 Net emigration was 246,341. There 
was a slight improvement in the condition of certain industries from 
1. 
1880 to 1883, and in 1q84-55 there was a decrease in emigration. The 
revival which had temporarily affected a few industries failed to 
eontinue,or to spread to other industries,consequently in 1886 there 
was again an increase in emigration,which continuel until 1889,when 
a decrease comaenced.A high level 'vas maintained until 1894 when 
the effect of depression in North America and Australia was felt. 
During the foli_owing eight years the average net annual emigration 
2. 
was 58,000, and the low figure of 1877 was never again reached. 
A noteable feature of this movement was the large 
amount of assistance given to emigrants by private individuals and 
societies of various kinds.There is little doubt that had it not 
been for this assistance many of the unemployed would not have been 
in a position to provide for their passage. An outline of the work 
of these societies would be interesting,but the amount of detail 
which it would involve makes this undesirable in the present work. 
In 1886 there were over sixty societies giving assistance of various 
3. 
kinds to emigrants.There was perhaps a tendency under this system 
for some individuals to be assisted who were not particularly 
desirable from the point of view of the country of their destination, 
but the number of these was remarkably small, as is shown by the 
statistics of those deported on arrival. 
1Final Report of Commission on Depression in Trade and Industry.16 6. 
2. See Appendix. )4/'. 
.See Appendix. .\ . 
/8P3 
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The period was also very fruitful in the nunbertornscheemess 
proposed by private individuals,land companies,and Governments,and 
perhaps it would not be uncharitable to say that only a proportion 
of these were designed in the genuine interest of the emigrants.In 
1889 a Select Committee was appointed " to enquire into various 
schemes which have been proposed to Her "ajesty's Government to 
facilitate emigration from the Congested Districts of the United 
Kingdom to the British Colonies or elsewhere; to examine into the 
results of any schemes which have received practical trial in 
recent years,and to report generally whether in their opinion it is 
desirable that further facilities should be given to promote 
emigration,and if so upon the means by and the conditions under which 
such emigration cpn best be carried out,and the quarters to which 
1. 
it can most advantageously be directed ". The Committee did not 
recommend state aided emigration, chiefly because of the financial 
difficulties involved.The expense of such an undertaking would be 
enormous, and previous experience had shown the difficulty of 
securing the repayment of the amounts advanced to'emigrants.It was 
also considered that state ail would decrease and possibly eliminate 
the assistance given to emigrants from private sources,which had 
already proved so successful.About twenty colonisation schemes,some 
of which had been tried,were examined.Of those which had been in 
operation the only one which had been an unqualified success was 
the Fielding Settlement in New Zealand. Others,such as the Crofter 
Settlements in Western Canada had been partial successes,and the 
remainddr had been practical failures. 
The failure of many colonisation schemes was attributed 
t .Report of Committee. 1 8e9. 
/84,. 
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to various causes,but the most fruitful was the unsuitability of 
many of the colonists for pioneer life, the lack of initiative, and 
too much dependence on the help of others.The modern organisation of 
industry does not tend to produce pioneers,and when the town- and 
factory -bred individual,who perhaps in addition 'zas not been born 
with any superfluous initiative,is thrown into pioneer conditions 
the results are sometimes pathetic.Some men are so constituted that 
they do their best work under the direction of others,and they would 
never make successful colonists.Any colonisation scheme which has 
for its object the removal of a town -bred population to virgin soil 
on the outskirts of civilisation must begin with a thorough training 
of the colonists in pioneering methods,and an attempt to create in 
them the pioneer attitude towards life. Self- reliance, self -help, and 
self - control have more to do wit'_ t'i colonist's suc(ed.s than even 
material advantage.The colonist who is trained to look to others is 
doomed. 
Mile the workers in every industry 'r, ere affected the 
depression was most keenly felt in agriculture.Other industries 
were affected chiefly by the fall in prices,but in agriculture there 
was a diminished output due to unfavourable seasond, and a fall in 
prices due to the opening up of large new areas of the world to 
aEriculture.wage- earners who had regular employment really benefited 
from the fall in prices,as although their nominal wages were 
reduced, their real wages had increased owing to the greater purchasing 
power of money. But thid was little consolation to the unemployed. 
For some time there had been a movement of the agricultural 
Population to the towns, but now it was impossible for the migrating 
agricultural labourers to be absorbed in the factories.In some kinds 
/8 s 
(7) . 
of labour, such as that on the doaks,the agricultural labourer had 
I 
been absorbed by displacing the town labourer.But generally speaking 
the agricultural labourer had to look for relief to lands across 
the sea. 
The depression in agriculture was particularly felt in 
the Congested Districts of Scotland and Ireland,and gave rise to 
schemes for assisted emigration.In Ireland,apart from remittances, 
and other private assistance,emigratts had been assisted under the 
provisions of the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1849. This Act gave the 
Poor Law Guardians power,with the consent of the Local Government 
Board,to apply public funds at their disposal,not exceeding a 
definite amount,to the assistance of emigrants.During forty years 
from 1849 42,405 persons were assisted,at a cost of £157,087.The 
number assisted in this way was insignificant when compared with 
the total number leaving Ireland.In 1880 the distress in Ireland, 
due to the failure of the crops was so great that assistance from 
the Poor law fñinds was inadequate .The attention of James H.Tuke, 
who had done so much to relieve distress during the famine,was again 
drawn to Ireland.In 1880 he met Sir John A.': "acdonald,Prime Minister 
of Canada,and Sir Alexander Galt, the High Commissioner,and a scheme 
for the settlement of colonists from Ireland in Manitoba was 
discussed.Tuke visited Canada and the United States in order to 
study conditions for himself,and a scheme for the settlement of 
PAI r ßm+1. ,1%.,,........G 
Irish families was proposed.Funds were to be advanced1to the colonists 
for the purpose of settlement,the money to be repaid in annual 
in talments.The Canadian Gtvernment was requested to be responsible 
l iT, Y 
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for the collection of the instalments.This request was ref,med as 
it was thought that political influence might be used by the settlers 
to avoid making repayments,and the scheme fell through. 
In March 1882 at a meeting held at the Duke of Bedford's 
house in London Tuke recommended that assistance be given for the 
purpose of simple emigration rather than colonisation,as emigration 
would be much cheaperthan actual settlement .Another argument against 
colonisation from Ireland was the tendency of the Irish to drift to 
the towns.At this meeting ":Tr Tuke's Fund" was established to assist 
emigration, and £10,000 was immediately subscribed.Operations were 
confined to the poorest Unions in the West,Clifden in Galway, 
1 
and Newport and Bellmullet in Mayo.The district was visited and within 
a week 1276 emigrants were enrolled. The demonstration ofthe need 
for assistance led the Co-nmittee of Mr Tuke's Fund to request 
Government assistance.mhe result was that a clause was introduced 
in the Arrears of Rent Act in 18"2 by which a sum of £100,000 was 
appropriated for this purpose.Tn 1883,by a clause in the Tramways 
and Public Companies Act,a further grant of £100,000 was made, 
£50,000 of which was to be applied to migration,and reaettlement 
77a44 Pu.d. 
within the country.During three years 8,482 emigrants were assisted4/ 
a.nd in many cases clothing had to be provided as well as the cost 






The movement began to meet with opposition,the requests 
for assistance fell off,and the work.was practically discontinued 
in 1884.The opposition came chiefly from the Roman Catholic 
Clergy, 
and the village shopkeepers. The opposition of the Clergy 
was based 
%ñ` -sn Fr a.,M oti. , L ....G' w.- .-a[a fii s-t f C . -. 41 3 / ..G[u r i8 e7 w O %' 31, /f OV, Gi -u.+ 
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largely on moral and religious considerations.There was a tendency 
on the pat of the emigrants to become less strict in the observance 
of their religious duties under the influence of life in the United 
States or Canada,and it was also thought that they became much more 
materialistic in their outlook on life than would have been possible 
under the close care of the Church in Ireland.mhe National Party 
objected to emigration because it weakened the country,a.nd they 
considered that a system of assisted migration would be more beneficial 
The shopkeepers objected because emigration meant for them loss of 
trade.It may be pointed out that the village shopkeeper in Ireland 
has not always been a blessing to the comm.unity.In many cases the 
only source of credit for the small holders was the shopkeeper. 
Sometimes the debt grew up simply because he peasant found himself 
unable to pay for goods received.High interest was charged,and the 
holdings mortgaged.Soon the position was reached when the mortgage 
approximated to the value of the holding,with the result that it was 
sold, or fell into the hands of the shopkeeper, and another family was 
forced to swell the stream of emigrants. 
4000044 No attempt was made by Tuke to provide for 
the emigrants on arrival at their destination.The greater proportion 
went to the United States,and secured work as labourers.The remainder 
who went to Canada found similar employment.Attempts at colonisation 
were made on Bishop Irelabd's Settlement in Minnesota,to which 300 
Irish settlers were taken in 18F0 by Father Nugeht.Mr John Sweetman, 
an Irish gentleman,bought land in the same State,and took out several 
families, but in a few years they had left the land to work for wages. 
(10) 
Another philanthropist who endeavoured to alleviate the woes 
of Ireland was Mr Vere Foster.His help was confined chiefly to single 
women whom he assisted to emigrate w'th a view to their obtainin^ 
employment as domestics. From private funds he provided them with the 
necessary outfits,and secured their passages.Altogether about 15,000 
women were assisted in this way. 
The assistance given to emigrants from Scotland contrasts 
with that given in Ireland in that a system of colonisation was 
adopted rather than mere emigration. Tn 18 ''3 and 1 .. °4 Lady Gordon 
Cathcart settled sixty six families from her estates in the district 
between Wosomin and Wapella in what is now Saskatchewan.These 
colonists were successful,and the district became a prosperous one, 
but the settlers showed a great disinclination to repay the funds 
advanced.The Napier Commission of Enquiry into the condition of the 
Crofters and Cottars in the Highlands and Islands whichyi was 
appointedyl in 1883 reported in favour of state -aided and state - 
directed colonisation from the Highlands. They considered that the 
greatest benefit would result from the emigration of families, 
consisting of a fair proportion of persons having reached,or about 
to reach, 9aturity. This could best be carried out by Government loans 
1. 
'administered by a separate Government agency for Scotland. The 
Report was favourably received, and in 1885 the Office of Secretary 
for Scotland was revived,and the preliminary negotiations commenced. 
New Zealand in 1884 had set apart 10,000 acres for the 
reception of crofter settlers.10 acres were to be given free to each 
settler, and. a further 20 acres could be obtained on application at 
1 per acre.It was proposed that the Imperial Government should pay 
rT 
1. Report of Commission on Highlands and Islands.1884.8.107. 
i8y 
half the cost of sending the families out.The Canadian Government 
also was aperoachel, ana was prepared to grant 160 acres free to 
each settler over 18 years of age,in Manitoba and the North West. 
The Canadian Government refused to take any responsibility for 
recovering the repayments of the money advanced,and nothing was done. 
Canadian 
Negotiations were thanonened with various4Land Companies,but these 
also fell through, largely owin;r to the difficulty in arranging for 
repayments.Tn this way three years passed,and the distress was 
becoming greater.Towards the end of 1887 the Land Companies were 
again approached,but now they refused to have anything to do with 
the scheme.Finally it was arranged that the Government would advance 
the sum of 010,000 on condition that a further sum of 02,000 be 
raised by private subscription, making a total emigration fund of £12,O cg 
An Emigration Board was appointed consisting of trustees representing 
the Imperial Government, the Canadian Government, the private subscribers, 
and Land Companies wh3) had promised to assist gratuitously with the 
work of settlement,being reimbursed only to the extent of actual 
expenditur.e.This Board was made responsible for the administration 
of the scheme. 0120 was to be advanced to each family,.and the Board 
was made responsible for collecting repayments. 160 acres were given 
free to settlers in accordance with the provisions of the Dominion 
Lands Act, and assistance was given by the Canadian 'Tmigration officers 
1. 
ineelecting the families and in settling them. 
By the time these arrangements were made the spring of 
1888 was well advanced,and the first batch, consisting of 18 families 
Willimaimmonw had to be sent out by the Scottish Office before the 
1.Evidence of the Under Secretary for Scotland before the Select 
Committee on Colonisation.18 ?9. 
(121 
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Board was properly organised.These sailed at the middle of May,and 
a second contingent, consisting of 1 families sailed at the beginning 
of June.'Tien they arrived at their destination at Killarney in 
,ianitoba it was too late in the season for effective work to be 
done on the land.However the settlers showed admirable spirit in 
meeting their difficulties. ̂To repayments were to be required during 
the first four years, but during the following eight each settler 
was to pay £20.17.8.per year,and in this way the whole £120 was to 
be paid in 12 years with interest at the rate of £4.6. per cent.The 
money advanced was se^ure.' on the lands granted by the Canadian 
Government, and on the chattels of the settlers. Although some of 
the settlers had difficult; in making their payments regularly this 
settlement may be said to have been a success, and today the district 
of Killarney is one of the most prosperous in Manitoba. 
Early in April 1889 another colony consisting of 49 
families sailed from Glasgow. Land was allotted to them at Saljrcoats, 
about 200 miles to the north -west of Killarney.This settlement was 
not successful.Evidently the settlers had gone out expecting to 
find a paradise prepared for them,and,not finding it,discontent 
arose.Great difficulty was found in placing them on their lots, 
and changes were continually being made.The failure of the settle- 
ment was largely due to the lack of the proper spirit.In 1902 71 
out of 72 who had taken up holdings had abandoned them.The land was 
sold at a good price,and £9,000 returned to the Treasury.This would 
show that the land was valuable, and while it may not have been as 
good as in the Killarney settlemeht it was at least capable of being 
1.Report on Agricultural Settlements in the British Colonies.1906. 
/y p. 
(17) 
worked. successfully.This has been proved,and Sa.ltcoats is now a 
prosperous district. 
The total cost of this colonisation was £15,120,the Government 
;rant having been increased to £11,120 to meet extra expenditure. 
The Crofter Colonisation Board issued annual reports showing the 
state of the settlements.The final report was issued in 1906,when 
the Killarney settlers had repaid in full,and had received the titles 
for their lands.The amount received for the land at the `altcoats 
settlement practically covered the expense which had been incurred, 
1. 
exclusive of interest. 
Other attempts made by private individuals to form 
colonies in Western Canada at this time did not meet with much success, 
Sir. James Rankin purchased 20,000 acres at Elkhorn,Manitoba, iñ 
1882. Settlement commenced in 1885 when 25 families were placed on the 
land. Sir James provide{1 the settlers with transportation, some land 
was broken on the holdings on their arrival,houses were built,seed 
provided,and everything ready to begin work.Half of the crop was to 
be given as rent each .year.The settlers were from Fonmouthshire and 
Herefordshire. The colony was not particularly successful.Some left 
their holdings because they could make more money working for wages. 
But on an average 2% interest was received on the total outlay,and 
in addition the value of the land was increased.As low interest pre - 
-vailed generally at this time the venture might be considered at 
2. 
least a partial success. Another settlement was formed between 
by Lord Brassey. 
Indian Head and O,u'Appelle ̂A central farm was started to which the 
1.Final Report of Crofter Colonisation Commissioners. 1906. 
2.Evidence of Sir James Rankin before Select Committee on Colonisation 
1890. 
(14) 
intending settlers were sent for training for two years.About 4r)o 
persons were taken out,and agreed to work during the period of 
training for less than the regular rate of wages . But the younger 
people soon tired of this and went to work elsewhere for higher wages. 
The settlement was not a success.The various land companies at work 
were as a rule more successful in their efforts at settlement.But 
enough has been said to show the difficulties that had to be contended 
with, in WesterbCanada. The Mennonite, and Icelandic colonies in 
Manitoba vere very successful,due largely to their habits of industry, 
and a somewhat lower standard of life in their native land than the 
settlers from the British Isles. 
The other overseas Dominions did not present so attractive 
a field for colonisation as Canada since in them there were no 
grants of free land available.Western Australia was the only State 
Vase Goverment was favourable to free grants,and in 1897 a system 
similar to that in operation in Canada was adopted. In New ?ealand 
the Fielding Settlement which k .d been organised on purply business 
principles was very successful.4 block of 105,000 acres 'of land was 
purchasel, and prepared for the reception of colonists.About 3000 
were taken out, the expense of the passage being borne by the New 
Zealand Government. The Company promoting the scheme secured a 
return of 51 -5 on their outlay.The colonists were chiefly agricultural 
labourers from Buckinghamshire and Middlesex.The settlement was 
situated a considerable distance from civilisation,in a district 
through which arrangements had been made to run a Government railway. 
Houses were erected which were rented to the aettlers.Work was 
obtained on the new railway at high wages,and this gave an impetus 
(15) 
to the colony at its initiation.The land was sold to the settlers 
by auction,and the price consequently varied.The first sale took 
place in 1874,and in 1690 less than 2000 acres remained unsold. The 
success of this settlement wa: due largely to the exceptionally 
favourable circumstances under which it was founded.It was far from 
atown,and there was not the attraction of town life to draw any of 
the aettlers away.The possibility of immediate employment for wages 
element 
was an important 1MMONMW in its success,and provided the labourers 
Co had no capital with funds to invest in land.Had it not been for 
these exceptional advantages it is doubtful if the settlement would 
have been quite so successful. 
Australia witnessed an outburst of Governmental extra- 
vagance in the eighties, similar to that in New Zealand in the 
seventies.The collapse of credit which began in 1889 reached its 
consummation in 1$93 when several banks suspended payment.At the 
same time the Labour Party had become a power in the State.Serious 
strikes took place in 1890and in 1891.The aim of the "new unionism" 
was to construct society on a socialistic basis through the 
1. 
instrumentality of Parliament. lr,ith the coming to power of the 
Labour Party there grew up an opposition to immigration.The basis 
of this opposition was the idea that the fewer there were amongst 
whom to divide the good things Australia could provide the more there 
Would be for each.The result was that the assistance which had been 
given to emigrants from other countries practically c ,ased.This 
caused a serious reduction in the number of arrivals,and in ad:lition 
several years drought actually caused a considerable migration to 
i9 3. 
%.Second Report of Commission on Labour.Part.VP.21.1092. 
(16) 
New Zealand. 
The discovery of gold in the Transvaal in 1885 directed 
greater attention to South Africa.The number of emigrants from the 
British Isles going there increased.Other causes also contributed 
to the increase.At the same time as the depression in Australia the 
'united States passed through one of the most severe financial crises 
;1. 
in its history There was "` widespread distress and unemployment, and 
immigration was restricted.The depression in Australia and the United 
States caused an increase in erAgration to South Africa. 
Canada was also affected by the depression,although a good harvest 
in the Mes', in 1895 helped to r iti ;ate it. The result was that South 
Africa received a considerably greater number of British emigrants 
than either Canada or Australia 
South Africa was also the scene of attempts at colonisation. 
In 1886 twenty four families were sent to the Wolseley Settlement 
17 miles from King William's Town.Elaborate preparations were ruade 
for their reception,huts were erected,farm implements were provided, 
and even food rations served. The expense was borne by Lady Ossinf,ton. 
The colony was a complete failure, and was abandoned in two years .The 
chief cause of the failure was the assistance given to the aettlers. 
Idleness was fostered by the monthly ration,native labour was employed, 
while the settlers spent their time carousing.Some left the settlement 
during the night, in_ order to avoid making any arrangemente for 
repaying the money advanced, and made their way to the Transvaal 
2. goldfields. The experience of this settlement affords ample evidence 
that character in the colonist is the great essential. 
1.Economic History of the Unite-? States.Bogart.P.39. 
2.Evidence of Arnold Mite before Committee on Colonisation. 1890. 
i9s" 
Another attempt to form a colony was made in 18F.e. when 25 
families were taken out to the Tennyson Settlement in the Stormberg 
district . Similar preparations were made, but in this case the issue 
of food rations was made depndent on actual work.= owever the land 
selected was not very suitable for agriculture,and the irrigation 
scheme was not a success.Markets were not easily available for the 
produce, discontent arose, some settlers left, and the col -ny broke 
up. 
Colonies founded in Natal were equally unfortunate. The 
near Pietermaritzburg 
Willow Fountain Settlement^ was formed in 1e5.0.Each settler had a 
minimum capital of £ 100, freo pas,ar,es were granted from London, and 
the land was sold at 24/- per acre.But in 189 half the settlers had 
left. The success of the Marburg Settlement of Norwegians was due 
largely to the industry and thrift of the settlers, and the small 
number of their requirements. The settlement wa;, formed in 1982, 
and in 1 n ?fl the land was nearly all paid for, and all the families, 
fifty in number,had renained.Part of the success was due to some 
members of families going to the goldfields,and sending home money. 
A study of the efforts to found settlements in various parts 
of the self governing dominions during this period reveals the 
üfficulty of trans_>lanting population successfully. The power of 
quick adaptibilt:Oy to new conditions is rare.On removal to a new 
country the advantages of the old are apt to acquire a newand a 
greater value and importance.Homesickness leads to irritability,and 
a tendency to find fault.Little inconveniences assume large proportions 
(18) 
In this way discontent arises, and the self - considered unfortunate 
individual looks around for someone to blare.Tn these circumstances 
a colonisation society or a government is a very convenient scapecbat. 
Often the presence of something to lean on is a distinct disadvantage. 
It is in these conditions that the character of the settler is 7(/ 
revealed. Sblf- reliance will weather the stör:i, and achieve success, but 
nothing else will take its place.Any scheme of colonisation which 
tends to weaken this, whatever its other merits may be, is not a good 
me. 
/y. 
The attitude of organised labour towards emigration 
underwent a noteable change during this period.The teaching of the 
orthodox economists was no longer accepte i, and Henry George and 
r >arl 'Marx became the prophets of the. "new unionism; Emigration was 
not now considered as a means to improve the position of the wage- 
-earner-Organised labour began to op )ose emigration from the British 
Isles, and the Trade Unions in the Dominions o-2posed the introduction 
of skilled labourers.This oppositinn did not extend to unskilled 
labour, and there was no interference with labourers emigrating with 
a view to working; in agri culture, or settling on the land. Some Trade 
Unions continued to provide emigration benefit, but this was now 
given onli to those who had attracted the unfavour -ble notice of 
esployers owing to their activity as arLitators.3ometiles it was 
really dispute or victi:aised -benefit paid in advance to those who 
1. 
wished to go abroad. The aim of labour now was to secure a greater 
share of the wealth produced at home, rather than attempt to reduce 
the number amongst whom the returns to labour were to be divided. 
1. Second Report of the Royal Commission on Labbur.Part.>>. p.333.1892. 
(19) 
We have seen that the work of the Colonial Land and 
71iligration Commissioners ceased entirely just at the beginning of 
the new activitg in emigration.The need for some organisation to 
guide, and if posiable, control the movement was soon seen. Dut the 
policy of non -interference by the Goverin,ent was difficult to over- 
-/9 ?. 
-come. Eventuali s the result of resolutions passed by a number of 
emigration societies recommending that something be done,it was 
decided to form the Emigrants' Information Office.The purpose of 
this office was to give reliable information to intending emigrants 
particularly regarding the British Oversea Dorrinionp,but certain 
foreign countries were also included.Very valuable Handbooks,dealing 
with various countries,and the openings for the difrerent classes 
of emigrants were issued,and kept up to date.Information was given 
by correspondence and by interview to those contemplating emigrating. 
The Office was under the control of the Colonial Off ice, and the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies was nominally President.The 
management was carried out by a representative voluntary unpaid 
Conimittee.The initia], Government grant to cover all expenses,including 
rent and office expenses,printing and postage,was the princely sum 
of E650 per year.As a result of the recommendation of the Colonisation 
Committee of 1891 the grant was raised to £ 1, 000, and later to £1,500. 
The immense amount of work which was carried out even in the early 
years would indicate that the officials must have been animated by 
agenuine personal interest in the work,and it is difficult to under - 
-stand how this work was accomplished on the niggardly government 
grant.Throughout the country use was made of the Labour Exchanges 
(20) 
/9R.. 
Public Libraries,and other institutions to display notice boards, 
and distribute free literature.Thousands of letters were written 
annually, and a most valuable work was carried on until emigration 
was interrupted by the war.There is no doubt that the increased 
interest shown by emigrants in places within the Empire was at 
least partly due to the work of the Ilaigrants' Information Office. 
1. In 1918 the Committee of the Jmigrants' Information Office 
voluntarily resigned,and with a view to exercising closer supervision 
over emigration the Oversea Settlement Committee was formed.The 
expenditure for the tear ending 31st Larch 1 ^21 is over £23,000, 
which contrasts with the original grant,and reveals something of the 
change in the Govern_.aent attitude to emigration control. 
4 - .X 
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The e:mi ;ration :_?ovement during the period prior to the 
outbreak of the European War was characterised by the greater 
attractiveness of the Overseas Dominions to the British emigrant. 
In the decade 18 1 -190o only 281 of the emigrants from the British 
Isles went to places within the Empire,but from 1 901 to 1912 the 
number remaining within the Empire increased to 63;' of the total, 
and in 1913 it was 78 %. This result was due to various causes. 
The work of those who maintained their faith in the unity of the 
British Empire was beginning to bear fruit.The leaders in thought 
and action in the Overseas Dominions realised that the possibility 
of self- development and self- determination lay in the maintenance 
of the bonds of Tmpire,and strongly insisted on this even when 
the leaders in the home -land were doubtful,or antagonistie.A strong 
sentiment,which proved more powerful than economic considerations, 
bound the common people, who were building the Empire overseas, to 
the TIother- Tand.Po.liticiane might dissolve the union for economic 
reasons, but to the colonist absence and distance made the parent 
Islands seem more than evera "precious stone set in the silver sea ". 
faith 
An inarticulate,\ in the unity of the Empire has also been attribxatecl 
to the common people in the 3ritish Isles,to whom the colonies 
1. 
Were places of hope, freedom, and óp ortunity, but it is questionable 
whether much importance can be attached to this.At any rate it was 
not unttl the end of the ninete nth century that this faith became 
articulabe in the increasing number of emigrants settling within 
1.The British Commonwealth of Nations.H.Duncan Hall. P. y4- s: 
(2) 
the Empire.But there is no doubt that the leaders in the communities 
overseas found their strongest support in the sentiment of the 
common people, These empire -builders co- ordinated_ sentiment and 
had made 
solid pioneer work,and in this way at the end of the century, the 
Dominions litiO4(0Wat sufficiently attractive to take advantage of 
the greater interest of the people of the British Isles.In cultivating 
this interest a pro:ninent part was played by the Emigrants' 
Information Office,and by institutions such as the Colonial Institute, 
which were founded of faith in the unity of the Empire. Much was 
also done by the Dominions theraselves,especial ! y Canada,in making 
the people acquainted with the oportunities which they offered.And 
still further, the pioneers were now reaping the rwward of their 
early toils,and their friends in the home -land witnessed success 
overseas of which they scarcely dared to dream. The United States 
was rapidly fillip up,and the oportunities for thB British emigrant 
were becoming less.The number emigrating from Ireland was decreasing, 
and this served to decrease the proportion of emigrants from the 
3ritish Isles going to the United States.Further,the work which 
had formerly been done by the Irish emigrants,and the unskilled 
labourers generally was now being done by the hordes of emigrants 
which were pouring in from southern Europe.The British Dor:ìini ons 
offered greater opportunities to these who wished to settle on 
the 
land.The United States had reached manhood,a boisterous 
manhood no 
doubt,but in the British Dominions there was still 
the attraction 
of youth. 
n the -whole the inducements offered to the European 
artisan with/ 
a narrow range of high manual skill to emigrate to America 
are less 
than formerly .For these and other reasons emigration 
from England, 
Scotland and y German to America has very much slackened.And that from Ireland, ` has slackened also ;partly indeed because 
aer pooulat' no loner -too lar ;;e for her res o 
urces and her land 
"'r ,: Cis i  nom generous man it was.' Industry and Trade. }'arshall.P. iì48 
(3) 
The motive of emigration was now changing.In the previous movement 
the greater proportion of the emigrants were/ fleeing from distress, 
or were urged on by the fear of distress.Wh.ile there were still 
many who emigrated for the same reason, the prevailing motive was now 
hope of advancement.In the Dominions there were greater opportunities, 
promotion was more rapid,there was the call of youth to youth,and 
young Britain,with ambition revolting against conventionalism and 
lack of opportunity responded to the call. Freedo;n, perhaps more real 
than in any other part of the world, could now be found "under the 
flag ",and the knowledge of this had penetrated the masses.The 
Dominions were no longer considered as the dumping ground of the 
failures and misfits of the British IsleszThe power to control their 
ovm immigration policy had been won by the Dóminions, and their first 
task was to purify the immigration stream. Emigration was no longer 
the last resort of the hopeless, but became the means of achievement 
to the hopeful. The youth of Britain carried with the a love for 
the home -land. Their feeling of lack of opportunity did not blind 
then to her true greatness,and mission in the world,and to the 
majority at least the unity of the Empire had a real meaning.The 
depth of this feeling was realised when on the outbreak of the 
European War those who had so recently left the home-land were 
among the first to rend to the vale to arms. 
During this period there was a steady increase in emigration 
Which continued to the outbreak of war.Unfortu.nately the statistics 
1. 
of emigration are by no means accurate.The method adopted to arrive 
I. 0.11_,-ta,,' - 
(4) 
at the number of emigrants was to subtract the arrivals in the 
British Isles from non- European countries from the departures. It is 
obvious that this balance would be less than the number of actual 
e?ligrants,since the arrivals would be of a total'y different character. 
They would be composed largely of tatarists, or former emigrants who 
gad ben successful,ant who were visiting their native land.But while 
this balance would not be accurate for any one year it would be 
approximately correct over long periods.Anyhow it is sufficiently 
accurate to give a correct Idea of the trend and volume of emigration, 
especially when the method of computation is borne in mind. In 1912 
it was decided to secure infirmation as to the number of emigrants 
intending to settle permanently abroad, and according to the new 
r. 
returns there were 3639, # such who emigrated in 1913.It would 
probably be correct to say that the average annual emigration from 
the British Isles during the first funrteen years of the twentieth 
century was about 200,000.mhe increase was steady,with the exception 
of a sharp fall in 1908, which was largely due to the depression in 
the United States in 1907.The effect of this financial crisis was 
kenly felt in eastern Canada,but was not so serious in the West. 
The increase in emigration was entirely from England and 
Scotland.Emigration from Ireland was steadily decreasing. The source 
had been drained out by the enormous emigration since 1845. But even 
natural 
this decreased emigration was greater than thenincrease of the 
population, and during the . first decade of the twentieth century 
opulation 
the ' ',` ' ''' ' ' of Ireland decreased by 75, 000 . In addition, there was 
.Reports of Registrar General for Ireland, also Minutes of the 
Proceedings of the Imperial Conference,1911.P. °00. 
\1.in 1.713 the excess of outward over inward passengers was only 
41,997,as against 38 ,3 shown in the returns as emigrants.The 
discrepancy in these figures is probably larger than the actual differ. 
ence,as there may have been inaccuracies in the return of emigrants in 
1913 since it was the first year the new method was in operation. 
(5) 
agrowing national feeling ofopposition to emigration.The opposition 
of the Roman Catholic Church to emigration has been previously 
referred to,also that of the Nationalist Party.The Sinn Fein 
oove;nent is entirely antagonistic,and in recent gears emigration 
from Ireland has become the merest trickle. 
Passing to a study of the destination of the emigrants,the 
cost noteable feature of the period was the enormous increase to 
the number going to Canada.This increase was due to the real X3/ 
attractions of the Canadian West backed up by a vigorous propaganda 
in the British Isles.rvery possible means of advertisement was used 
and a bonus was given to agents for each emigrant secured.Railways 
+ere constructed, towns grew up in the night, and the stream of 
settlers continued to pour into the country.Excellent harvests 
.wring the opening years of the century rewarded the pioneers. 
Komestead entries increased by leaps and bounas.In 1905 the two 
se.; provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta were carved out of the 
'forth West Territo c'ies, and plans were laid to receive a population 
of millions. 
Propaganda carried on in the face of opposition on the 
continent of Europe also bore fruit,and soon the stream of foreign 
immigrants exceeded that of British ortgin.It is this foreign -born 
Population that constitutes the greatest problem in Canadian 
inaigration.rven the United States,with her greater power of 
assimilation has found the process of absorption a difficult one. 
The pos,ibility of isolation in distinct national settlements on 
the prairies makes the task of training the foreigner in the 
(6) 
principles of Canadian citizenship all the greater. 
Since 1905 the net emigration from the British Isles to 
Canada has exceeded that to the United States,with the exception of 
the year 1909, During the years 1911 -1913 British emigration to 
Canada #0004i was more than two- and- aJhalf times that to the United 
States. There was also a large Iimnigration to western Canada from 
the United States.Much of the light land in the Western States had 
become worn out by the methods of extensive farming without 
fertilisation, and numbers of farmers left their lands for the 
homesteads in the heavier clay of the Canadian pr a°ies.From 1907 to 
1915 40% of the homestead entries by immigrants were made by 
1. 
Americans. Many of these were really returning Canadians who had 
;one south ofthe border in the less prosperous days of Canada,or else 
iescendants of such.They brought with them considerable capital,and 
with their knowledge of prairie conditions soon became prosperous, 
and had a very great advantage as compared with the settler from the 
British Isles. 
An attempt was made in 1903 to found an all -British 
Settlement at Lloydminster in Saskatehewam under the direction of 
krchdeacon Lloyd amdthe Rev I . I,?. Barr. This became famous as the 
at their ovum expense 
3arr Colony.Almost 2000 persons went ou,and 378 homesteads were 
taken up.The Canadian Government assisted them to get settled,but 
the proposal to place some experienced farmers amongst them was 
"ejected. The settlers were largely from the towns and knew little 
pf agriculture.Discontent arose among the settlers before their 
iest_nation was reached. The settlement was far from a railway, and 
1.Fifth Interim Report of the Dominions Royal Commission.1917.P,13. 
(7) 
the colonists were wholly unacquainted with the winter conditions 
on the western prairies.An attempt was made to transplant English 
social life to the colony,there was too much organisation,and a 
tendency to lean on one another.Cattle were neglected during the 
winter and many died.Instructors sent to the colony were not well 
received,and soon left.The colony as such was not successful,and is 
an example of the necessity of interspersing new and inexperienced 
settlers with those who have knowledge of the new conditions. The 
coming of the railway in 1905, and the introduction of American and 
Canadian farmers in the settlement brought about a great improvement 
in the conditions,and laid the foundation of success. 
Emigration to Australia )4044 obntinued to be restricted 
during the closing years of the nineteenth century owing to the 
opposition of Labour,and the effects of drought.But the opening 
years of the twentieth century witnessed a moderate change of 
opinion regarding the value of immigrants.rsovernrnent assistance 
which had been discontinued was renewed,and from 1905 there was 
a steady increase in the number of those arriving from the British 
Isles.One cause of the change of attitude towards the reception 
of emigrants was the success of Canada.But perhaps an even more 
potent influence was the desire to avoid the coming of non -British 
emigrants. The problem of a White Australia is one of the greatest 
which the Commonwealth has to face.The natural increase of the 
Australian people is very low,and the most effec';ive way to exclude 
the Asiatics clamouring for admission is to fill the country with 
(9) 
Britidh settlers.Australi.a,for various r-asons,has developed as the 
cost British of the Dominions,95% of its people being of British 
origin,and there is a strong desire that this should be maintained. 
One of the great difficulties in the set, -;lement of Australia has 
been the tendency of the poplation to drift to the towns.There has 
always been a great need for farm workers, but the problem of keeping 
the workers on the land has never been satisfactorily solved.mhe 
tendency of the emigrants to remain in the towns and overcrowd the 
labour market has been one ofthe causes of the opposition of the 
Labour Party to immigration.Tn the years immediately preceding the 
no practically all the Australian States had reverted th the 
which had been discontinued for 20 year . 
policy of assisting British emigrants,and there was a marked n 
increase in the number arriving,this being greater than at any 
previous period in the history of the country. 
New Zealand discontinued giving assistance to emigrants 
in 1391 . While this affected the number of arrivals from the British 
Isles,the decrease was counterbalanced by migration from Australia 
during the period of drought.The policy of assisting British 
eoligrants was reverted to in 1004.New Zealand differs from Australia 
in that its capacity for absorbing new - comers is much more limited. 
Assistance was largely confined ,o friends and relatives of people 
already settled there who were nominated, and to farmers, 
farm 
labourers,and domestic servants. 
South Africa in this period passed through 
very varied 
experiences,both economic and pblitical.There had been 
a continued 
(9) 
increase in the emigration from the Britis} Isles to South Africa 
during the last decade of the Nineteenth century.This was interrupted 
bythe outbreak of war in 189 ,but the break was only temporary.The 
*years following the close of the war witnessed an enormous 
increase in the number of arrivals. Some of these may have been 
attracted by the possibility of the development of the country after 
the war, but there is little doubt that many went out on the chance 
of a possible division ofsppils.An unnatural condition of things 
as created by this influx.There was general inflation,and a false 
prosperity.The slump carne in 1904,and in that year the departures 
from South Africa exceeded the arrivals.The depression continued,and 
it was not until 1910 that there was any increase in the population 
1 
by immigration. Even then the increase was small,as South Africa 
appeals to a limited cìàss of emigrants.Like all the other Overseas 
Dominions there is a constant demand for domestic servants,but apart 
from these, the possession of capital, or the knowledge of a skilled 
trade is necessary, since the demand for unskilled labour is satisfied 
by the natives. 
During this period there were still those who advocated 
the formation of colonies of settlers in the Overseas dominions.In 
1906 a departmental committee was appointed to consider a scheme 
for colonisation which had been proposed to the Government by Sir 
Uder Haggard. By this scheme £300,000 was to be raised by loan, on 
financial 
the guarantee of the British and Dominion Governments. The1arrangements 
sere to be carried out by an Imperial offictbr,possibly assisted by 
aBoara.The Salvation Army was to be intrusted with the selection 
1.South African Year Book_. 1919.p. 1 E . 
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of suitable settlers, their training, conveyance overseas, the 
preparation of land and houses for their reception,and their final 
settlernent.The poor law authorities were to be approached in order 
to ascertain if they would contribute to the assistance of those 
families whose removal would take a burden ofhthe rates.The 
advances made to settlers were to be repaid in annual instalments 
,T /'wv h.w... d.,c d- a..,;,.aG .acc.,,. -N. 2.. t..G... b..L ec. ..+.tl c..u.tC.. s.. t., -41 
of 26 per cent.Sir Rider Haggard had inspected two settlements 
P-, o o 
which the 6alvat.on Army had founded in the United States.These he 
considered to be a succe b,and thought that similar experiments 
would be likely to be successful in the British Dominions.The 
scheme was somewhat impractical,and was not recommended by the 
Committee,but the Report of the Committee 1. forms a very valuable 
addition to the reports of the Committee vh Colonisation which 
sat in 1389- 91,and should be studied by anyone interested in 
schemes of colonisation.The value of Sir Rider ''_aggard's scheme 
may be conveyed most clearly by quoting the summary of the 
recommendation of the Committee. "We have examined in detail Mb 
Rider Hag`;ard' s scheme, and stated that we are unable to recom_nend 
that it should be adopted,as 44000000 amongst other reasons) 
we consider the proposed colony to be too large; the arrangement 
by a religious body undesirable; the precedents he cites 
inapplicable; the suggestion that men going from English cities 
should take up land in Canada without previous colonial experience 
unwise; the expense greater than he calculates; the prospect of the 
return of the money advanced uncertain; the difficulty as to the 




selection of settlers serious,if not insurmountable ". 
The Government continued its policy of refraining 
from giving direct assistance to erigration.It was considered that 
the voluntary and unassisted emigration was as great as the 
coant_-r could spare, or the Dominions assimilate, and that the grant 
of assistance would only interfere with the work of the voluntary 
gmigration Societies who were carrying on the difficult work of 
assisting the needy much better than could be done by a Government 
Department. Under the provisions of the Unemployed Workmen Act of 
1905 a limited assistance was given to bona fide unemployed to 
emigrate.Local authorities couldfi be established who would be in 
close touch with those requiring assistance,and the funds necessary 
were to be provided out of the local rates.The operation of the Act 
was confined to the large centres of population.The Act was not put 
into operation in Ireland,and was little used in Scotland.In England 
the greater proportion of those assisted u:der its provisions 
belonged to London.From 1905 to 1912 almost £200,000 was spent in 
assisting over 21,000 workmen to emigrate,over 13,000 of whom were 
1. 
from London.Practically all these wont to the British Dominions. 
The emigrants had to provide surety for the repayment of such 
portion of the cost as was repayable according to arrangement,and 
in 1912 the Central(Unemployed)Body for London had recovered over 
2 
385 of the amounts which had fallen due. 
By the provisions of the Act of 1888 the County Councils 
were empowered to borrow funds, with the consent of the Local 
1. Evidence of the Hon John Burns before Dominions Royal Commission. 
Cd 6516.1912.P187. 
2. ditto. Appandix.II.Sec,16. 
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Government Board for the purpose of assisting emigration or 
colonisation,but no advantage was ever taken of this.The assistance 
given under the poor Law continued to be very trifling.During the 
twenty one years 1890 -1910 a total of 9,300 emigrants were assisted 
t a cost of 2109,00c.The Dominions continued to oAect to pauper 
emigrants,and as complete destitution was the necessary qualification 
for assistance it is not unlikely that the spit of self -help 
necessary for colonial life would be either originally lacking¡or 
killed. 
/e 
T,uch more important was the assistance given by voluntary and 
charitable Associations to people who were not eligible for 
assistance from either the Unemployed Workmen Act,or the Poor Law. 
About forty societies carried on the work of assisting emigrants, 
either by providing the passage in whole or in part,or in giving 
advice to intending emigrants,and putting them in touch with 
friendly societies or individuals overseas. The work of some Hof 
these societies was very limited,but the work done by the larger 
organisations was considerable.From 1901 to 1911 the Self -Help 
Emigration Society assisted 5,317 individuals at a cost of 27.2.6 
per head.The Church Emigration Society in the same period gave 
assistance to 4327 persons,the British Women's Emigration Association 
assisted 7118,the South African Colonisation Society assisted 4985, 
5393, 
the Church Army assisted Aing,the Central Emigration Board assisted 
1106,The East End Emigration Fund,and the Charity 'rganisation 
Society assisted 17,631,and the Girls' Friendly Society gave assist- 
ance to about 1252.The Salvation Army ziaintained a highly organised 
(13) 
Emigration Department since 1904, and had assisted emigrants previously 
prom the organisation of the department to 1912 about 70,000 persons 
vere emigrated.These Societies worked in connection with the 
Emigration Agents of the Various Dominions, and on the whole the type 
of emigrant sent out was good.It is noteworthy that the majority of 
those assisted remained within the Empire,the greater part going to 
Canada. 
Most of the emigrants were from the towns.The movement of 
the agricultural labourers to the towns, together with emigratiob, 
1 
had caused an actual scarcity of labour in the rural dßistricts,The 
number of agriculturalists emigrating decreased,and the Dominions 
found difficulty in getting the type of emigrant most in demand. 
The need of agriculturalists for the development of the Empire has 
been one of the arguments used in favour of the encouragement of 
the Small Holding movement in Great BritAt.in,and there is no doubt 
that the Dominions would benefit from an increase in the rural 
pópulation in the British Isles. 
There were indications that the high water mark had been 
reached in emigration in 1912. There wa;-i a decrease of about 15'4 in 
1;13, and a still greater decrease during the early months of 1914. 
There was little demand for labour in South Africa, and towards the 
end of 1913 a depression began to be felt in Western Canada. 
This 
depression was due chiefly to speculation in real esbate.The great 
influx of population,and the prosperity of the country had 
given 
v 
1. Reports of the Emigrants'Information Ofrice.1913 
-1914. 
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(14) 
an opportunity to s-Pecul ators.Lands adjoining towns were sub -divided 
into building lots rauch beyond actual or possible require,aents.values 
were inflated, and money which shbuld have been used in the real 
development of the country was tied up in unproductive building 
lots. The unparalleled rapidity of the development of the country 
during the previous ten years, and the unbounded optimisn and faith 
of the people in the future e of t? _e West made it difficult for them 
to see that there might be too rapid progress,and that the real 
basis of prosperity lay,not In the development of the town lands, 
out in the extension of the cu.ltiva.ti On of t:e fertile via e ;. ;, lands. 
Unfortunately aa.Zy of those who were in a position to do something 
to remedy this condition of things were personally interested in 
its continuance. But the financial stringency which began in 1913 
revealed the true condition of affairs,and the outbreak of war in 
1914 completed the ruin of the land speculator, and it id to be 
hoped that he will not againbe allowed to hinder the real progress 
of the West. 
"Tith the outbreak of war emigration practically ceased.Several 
of the Australian States suspended ilrnigration im nediately, and 
others would not receive emigrants of military age. Soon/ the men 
Of the Overseas Contingents began to arrive in Europe and the 
builders of Empire hastened to the Empire's defence.One of the 
most tragic results of the war is the waste of the yaung life of 
the Empire's bravest and beat in the hundreds of thousands who rest 
on every hard- fought field of battle. 
k 
THE :VAR AHD : Tr-TIntr . _ . ,1'.. LL_ 
A/3, 
The war has dissolved the old world and has failed to create 
the new. The _.neatest disaster in the history of the ?Modern world 
ias been followed by political and industrial unrest ; and the end 
is not yet. In the fierce struggle of the war the nations lost that 
'sigh moral enthusiasm with which they had entered upon the defence 
of their liberties.!it. the close of the war self -interest was the 
ruling; motive among the nations. To such a world somewhat 
impractical ideally, both national and international, w88K presentee.. 
The forces of reaction have been strug;lin' with the forces of an 
impractical i5ealisrn, and sanity has not yet been reached. Men have 
not yet realised that the world is poorer as a result of the 
destruction of wealth during the war,and that the lost position can 
only be regained by earnest co- operative effort.Instead of this, 
nations and classes are still at each others'throats.The war brought 
ruin,and the lack of co- operation has since hindered the work of 
re- construction.The result has been that the distress of the ruined 
nations has continued and increased,and the break -down of internat- 
ional trade has spread the distress to those nations which could 
lave most easily recovered.Naturallyl emigration has been thought of 
Is a remedy. It has been stated that there are in Europe to -day 25 
1, 
Allions of people who desire to emigrate to the New World ; and the 
dew ''orld does not want them. This constitutes a proble.n,not only 
for the United Stàtes,but for the British Dominions who wish to 
naintain British ideals and institutio_zs,and makes all the more 
'anent the necessity of keeping t'-_e e "iiJrants from the British Isles 
within the British Commonwealth.Further no one can tell when the 
i kes of the East may break, and its teaming 
1. The Migration of the Races. "The Round Table" .?;`arch. 1921 . 
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lopulations demand an entry to the unpeopled places of the earth. 
The effects of the war on population in the overseas 
Dominions have been very seraous.The great influx of people was 
sullenly stoppei,and their own youth was recruiteJ for service at 
long distances from home. The loss of life to the British Isles was 
to some extent litigated by the gain through th-, cessation of 
emigration.The decline in the birthrate was lessened by the possibility 
of the troops spending their leave at their homes.This was impossible 
in the case of the Overseas Troops. The loss by death and disable- 
ment has been great.Thus the war not only stppped development, 
but actually destroyed the instrument of future development,namely, 
young effective life. 
During the 'îar the need for a more definite emigration 
policy was to some extent realised.Emigration had been more or less 
haphazard,and there was no really effective means of adjusting the 
supply of emigrants to the needs of the various Dominions.Impartial 
information was given to intending emigrants by the Emigrants' 
Information Office regarding the opportunities not only in the 
British Dominions but in foreign countries.But the system of selling 
steerage pas:3ages on commission by passage brokers' agents lent 
itself to many abuses. Sometimes the commission was given not only 
by the transportation companies concerned but also by Dominion 
Governments.These agents naturally had no interest in either the 
emigrant or the country to which he was going.Their aim was to 
secure the largest possible number of emigrants irrespective of 
their fitness o13 suitability.There was no effective control 
over 
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(3) 
the operations of these agents,they could issue their own circulars 
and advertisements, "subject only to the possibility that they may 
be seen and criticised by the Emirgrants'Information Office or by 
1. 
the representatives of one of the Dominions ". There was a tendency 
to paint conditions overseas in rosy colours.An impression was 
often created in the mind of the emigrant as to the possibility of 
easy success which was not in the best interest of the emigrant or o 
the country of his destination. It would probably be difficult to 
devise a scheme of disposing of passage tickets other than on 
commission,but the appointment of agents should be so controlled 
that the activity of unscrupulous individuals would be impossible. 
The amount of coa:aission obtainable should not be sufficient to 
attract irresponsible agents,and means should be taken to ensure 
that the intending emigrant is informed of the disadvantages of 
the country in which he is interested as well as its advantages. 
The closer supervision now exercised by the agents of the Dominion 
Governments reduce the possibility of unsuitable persons being 
emigrated, to a minima .So long as this scrutiny is in operation 
the work of unscrupulous pá,ssage agents is nullified,but should 
circumstances arise in which this would be lessened a more direct 
control than is now exercised by the Board of Trade would be 
advisable.The granting of bonuses by Oversea Governments to agents 
who secure emigrants has now been practically discontinued,and it 
is unlikely that it will be reverted to. 
n the recommendation of the Imperial Conference of 
aì, 
1. Second Interim Report of the r orai nions Royal Commission.?. 1 5. 
Cd 7210.1914. 
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1911 a Royal Commission was appointed to enduire into the natural 
resources of the self -governing Dominions, together with the state 
of trade,the development achieved and the future possibilittes.This 
Commission wasappointed in 1912,and visited each of the five 
Oversea Dominions in the course of its labours.The Final Report 
vqas issued in 1918,and in convenient compass contains a wealth 
of information on the resources and possibilities of the Coramtnwealth. 
By no means the least valuable part of the work of the Commission 
had reference to the problems of emigration and immigration.It was 
recommended that a Central Emigration Authority be constituted having 
full control of emigration from the British Isles.This authority 
and 
would exercise control over passage brokers, anal their agents,would 
have power to regulate the conditions of the transport of emigrants. 
Supervision would also be maintained over the various voluntary 
societies engaged in the work of emigration.Impartial information 
would be given to intending emigrants,and warning given in the case 
of unsuitable conditions prevailing in any country.The Oversea 
Govern;lents would maintain their agents in the British Isles, and the 
Central Authority would work in close co- operation with them. There 
are undoubtedly many difficulties connected with such a scheme,but 
these should not be insurmountable.So far attempts at embodying 
the recommendations of the Commission in legislation have not been 
Z, 
successful.The chief difficulties are concerned with the adjustment 
of the duties of such an authority with those of the Board 
of Trade, 
and the Colonial Office,and the danger of interfering 
with the rights 
--------------------- - - - - -- ------------------------ 
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of the self -governing Dominions,or hurting their susceptibilities, 
objections have also been made by the leading shipping companies 
to certain provisions of the Emigration Bill of 1918,;ß 1 which was 
based on the recommendations of the Comaission.A further Oversea 
Settlement Bill was drafted in 1^19 in which an attempt was made to 
1. 
eliminate the objectionable provisiobs.This Bill was not introduced 
owing to pressure of parliamentary business,and the creation of a 
new Authority under present conditions is hardly compatible with 
the need for national economy. 
In December 1918 the Committee of the Emigrants' 
Information Office resigned,and the Oversea Settlement Committee was 
appointed by the °ecretary of State for the Colonies "in view of 
need for creating machinery to enable His Majesty's Government to 
deal effectively yaya# with the problems which are l' kely to arise 
during the period of reconstruction after the war." The staff of 
the Emigrants' Information Office was included in the staff of the 
Committee,and the work previously carried on has been continued.In 
addition the Committee has charge of the Government scheme for the 
assistance of ex- service men and women to emigrate,and carry on this 
work in close co- operation with the Emigration Agents of the 
Dominion Governments.By this scheme free third class passages are 
granted to ex- service men and women who are going to assured employ- 
ment in any part of the Empire,or who are taking urp_and under any 
of the Land Schemes of the Oversea Governments.Widows and dependents 
of ex- service men are also eligible for assistance.Original.ly it 
was intended that no applications for assistance would be received 
after the end of December 1920,but owing to the fact that conditions 
1. 




ate such as to make it difficult for some to avail themselves of 
the scheme,and at the request of the Dominion Governmentssit was 
decided to extend the period during which applications will be received 
to the end of 1 ?21. 
This grant in aid Bf emigration does not necessarily 
indicate a change of policy on the part of the Government with regard 
to state aided emigration.The aid given to those who have served 
ing the war is of a special character,and is looked upon rather as 
agrant in aid of the re- settlement of those whose carers have been 
interrupted by war service,and who probably would have emigrated 
during the war years under normal conditions.The volume of emigration 
before the war was so great that encouragement was not necessary, 
and there are indications that the same will be true when normal 
conditions returm in the Oversea Dominions. The Oversea Settlement 
Commit, i n a memorandum to the Colonial Office, shortly after its 
ormation,expressed the opinion that under present conditions there 
does not "seem to be sufficient reason for departing from the 
established policy of His Majesty's Government of refusing to grant 
StateNaid upon any considerable scale to emigration in general, 
beyond such aid as is involved in the improvement of coi.lrnanic- ,tions 
and the encouragement of the flow to the Dominions of the capital 
which is essential to all ddvelopment,and consequently to the 
influx of population.In other words,while it is desirable to multiply 
the general facilities for Imperial development and com:iUnication, 
thus incidentally facilitating migration within the Empire on natural 
.2/F 
lines,it is not,as a general rule,necessary or desirable artifick.ally 
to stimulate the emigration of individuals as such ".There is no 
doubt that, from the point of view of the British Government this 
attitude Is sound. But the very great increase in the cost of passages 
to the Do:inions cannot fail to affect the number of emigrants.Before 
the war the vast majority of the emigrants saved from their earnings 
sufficient to cover the cost of the passage.With the cost now about 
trebled it is doubtful if so greát a number will find it possible to 
do this.So far conditions have been such as to give little indication 
of the actual effect of the rise in cost, and an opinion must be based 
more or less on the general attitude towards emigration.A study of 
the history of emigration to Australia shows that,except under special 
circuoistances,the grant of assisted passages was necessary in order 
to secure any considerable/ of emigrants. This was 
not because of the lack of attraction,but was due simply to the 
cost of transportation.North America,which could be reached more 
cheaply became the popular destination.The increased cost would 
undoubtedly influence a person in coming to a decision whether to 
hold on during a period of depression in the British Isles or take 
chances in one of the Dominions.At present we have no actual data 
on which to work in order to estimate the extent of this influence 
or what its effect will be in the fubure.The present depression is 
world- wide,and the difference between the various parts of the 
British Commonwealth is only one of degree.TTo part is sufficiently 
immune to attract population from any other part, and there is no 
(8) 
possibility of emigration providing relief for unemployment in the 
British Isies.But it is likely that a recovery will commence in the 
Oversea Dominions first.Upon that recovery depends the attractiveness 
of the Dominions.If that attraction is strong the present high cost 
of transportation will not deter those who can afford to pay.But 
what of those who are attracted,and to whom the cost is an insur- 
-mountable obstacle to their removal? Can the British Government 
be expected to provide funds to assist them? Under the present 
conditions the tremendous cost would make this impossible,even if 
it were desirable. And it is much open to question whether the 
British taxpayer should be called upon to pay for the removal of 
those who wish to emigrate.The gain from emigration is largely on 
the side of the Doininions.It would seem that in the case of the classes 
of emigrants required in the Dominions,when the cost of the passage 
hinders them from emigrating, it would be good policy for the 
Dominion Governments to provide assistance.This would entail a 
very careful selection of those assisted.There is no doubt that 
with the present unequal distribution of population in the British 
Commonwealth a soundly devised scheme of re- distribution is necessary. 
The difficulty in such a process would be t reserve the voluntary 
character of emigration,without which no scheme could be siccessful. 
The great need of the Dominions is settlers for the land.But the 
present system of scattered settlement provides little attraction 
for those who have been accustomed to life in the more populous 
British Isles.Closer settlement should be resorted to,and a. bridge 
(9) 
ahould be constructed over which suitable settlers from the British 
Isles might pass.The underlying principles of the Wakefield System 
were sound,and,allowing for differing circumstances,it is only by 
their application that any agricultural settlement can be successful. 
Apolicy of closer settlements has been adopted in Australia,and 
there is no doubt that if a similar policy had been carried ott on 
the prairies of Western Canada much greater success would have been 
achieved.The holding of agricultural land by companies or individuals 
s 
for purely speculative purpoee hould be made impoqble.If this 
were done there would be less difficulty through the isolation of 
new settlers, and conditiolis which practically preclude the successful 
settlement of town- dwellers on the land would be removed. The history 
od colonisation reveals the difficulties connected with the founding 
of agricultural settlements,and a colony composed solely of settlers 
from the British Isles is unlikely to be successful.Bu.t close 
settlement would bring all the advantages of the colony system 
without its disadvantages and dangers,and arrangements could be made 
by which settlers previously acquainted with each other could 
obtain land in the same district.An overseas settlement policy,united 
in by all the Governments of the British Commonwealth,based on 
a careful selection of settlers,a sound training and preparation 
for pioneer life,and a close settlement on the land,would seem tb 
be advisable, and may be necessary if the best interests of the 
Commonwealth are to be served. 
So far the Oversea Governments have been occupied 
mainly 
With the problems of re- settling their own returned troops,and 
zx. 
(1o) 
and have not been able to give much attention to the general problem 
of land settlement.In 1916 Sir Rider Haggard visited the Oversea 
Dominions on behalf of the Royal Colonial Institute in order to 
interest the Oversea Governments in the problem of settling British 
ex- service on the land in the Dominions under the same conditions 
as their own troops.Encouraging promises were made by 010 practically 
all the Dominions,some of which have been found impostaIble of 
fulfillment.This has been pa °ticularly true of Australia. "As soon 
as the settlement of the Australian army was in sight,the different 
States then extended the special facilities afforded their own men 
to British ex- service men; but owing to the financial crisis and 
the difficulty of obtaining capital to provide for similar land 
settlement to British ex=eervice men these land proposals have had 
to be withdrawn,apd at the present moment land in the different States 
of the Dominion is only obtainable under the ordinary Closer - 
1. 
-Settlement Acts of the different States ". By the Closer Settlement' 
Acts the Governments of the various States are empowered to 
purchase land Thom private owners with a view to dividing it into 
farm allotments for the purpose of agricultural settlement.The 
conditions under which this land may be obtained vary in each State. 
In Yew South Wales the Government has power to give facilities to 
British ex- soldiers under the Returned Soldiers Settlement 
Acts, 
subject to the control of the '"inister,but this grant is dependent 
on the previous settlement of the ex- service men of the 
Australian 
1.Openings for British Settlers and Industries in Australia 
and 
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forces,and.wwill not be available for some time.In Victoria the 
Act 
Discharged Soldiers Settle;aentoAap)lies to British ex- service men, but 
there is no grant of free land,and some capital is required.In 
gestern Australia the privileges of the Act may be extended to British 
ex- service men by the 'sinister. 160 acres of free land may be granted 
on conditions of residence and improvement.1000 acres are required 
for a wheat farm and the remianing 84n may be bought at £1 per acre 
r less according to the quality of the land,amd the payments spread 
over a period of 30 years.Tasmania provides facilities for ex- service 
men of the Australian and British forces who have had agricultural 
experience, but no free grants of land are made to anyone who has 
not been previously resident in the State.No special facilities are 
granted by any of the other States or by New Zealand. 
South Africa is fully occupied with the settlement of her 
own ex- service men and no specia3lprivileges are given to men from 
the United Kingdozn.The British South Africa Company offersiland in 
Northern Rhodesia to ex- service men from any part of the Empire free 
at an annual quit rent of about £1 per 1000 acres.Under this scheme 
settlers require capital of not less than £1,500.South Africa possesses 
aany attractions in its irrigated lands for settlers with capital, 
but great care must be exercised in the selection of land,and it has 
been found necessary to issue official warnin s against fraudulent 
land companies.Emigration from the British Isles to South Africa 
presents many serions difficulties.both political and econonic.There 
ie strong opposition on the part of a certain section of the 




would evoke hostility.'rom the economic point of view there is the 
question of native labour. Sir alder Haggard has said uI think it 
ny duty to say at once that I cannot recom-lend men and women of the 
working classes to migrate from Great Britain to the Union of South 
Africa. Of course there may be excetions; thus 
skilled mechanics or %tradesmen might find employment here or there 
within the Union.Again,there is a certain demand for 'ilen of probity 
and character,especially if they have had any agricultural experience, 
tp act as bailiffs and caretakers of farma.Such positions,however, 
can only be obtained in the country,and therefore must be cons9.dered 
highly speculative andQ.ncertain.The orainary working man would find 
himself in immediate competition with the black labour of South Africa, 
and indeed, as experience shows, often enough before he had been these 
1 
long, would be expecting Kaffirs to do his work for him". 
In Canada special facilities are given to ex-service men 
from all branches of the Forces of any part of the British Empire, 
and also to the widows of the men who died on active service.These 
privileges 
r`'inc/lude 
the free grant /of.`d 160 
acres from the Dominion 
Q0. O'til 4 !W /Oô $ aVf. J0 - 4IfJV 80,*d t0 Pß40'. to 
Lands, and a loan on these free horaestea.J$ â:666 for the purchase 
of live stock and equipment and permaneht improvements, the amount 
to be determined by the settlers security.Land may also be purchased 
by paying 20,E of the purchase price,and on these lands loans to the 
purchase of 
amount of 23O0 may be advanced on theland, and further loans on the 
purchase of livestock and equipment, the erection of buildings and 
per7aaneh t improvements up to £600. Various facilities are given also 
1.The After -War Settlement and Employment of 
Ex- service "en in the 
Oversea Dominions, by Sir Rider Ha.g gard.P. 7. 
(13) 
for the economical purchase of farm equipment and live stock, as these 
repurchased by theSoldier Settlement Board and geld to the settlers 
at cost.Ex- service men selected under this scheme r.iust have ?200 on 
landing in Canada.A special Selection Committee of Canadian farmers 
22 (5; 
visited various centres in the British 
,366_ 
applicants and were selected 
Isles during 1020 to interview 
In addition to the scheme of the Dominion ^ove: °ment, 
the Provincial Governiients controlling Crown Lands offer facilities 
for settlement,and also various private land companies. Of special 
interest in this connection is the Canadian Pacific Rai way scheme 
for settlement on farms previously prepared for the receptionof the 
settler. Certain monetary advances are ava lable, and arrangements are 
payment of 
lade for repayment of the advances, an ,the purchase price of the 
land by instalments. 
A movement which is likely t -. have important are valuable 
results in Western Canada has been inaugurated by a body known as 
the Western Canada Colonisation Association.The aim if thees 
Aasociation is to bring about the closer settlement of the prairies. 
The association has no lands for sale,and its aims are purely natio:al 
and patriotia.There are 20,000,000 acres of privately owned land 
in Western Canada within fifteen miles of the railways still 
unoccupied and the work of the Association is to secure the 
settlement of these lands which would maintain two million people. 
The sum of about 2300, 000 has been contributed to the furtherance 
of this object by prominent citizens,and the leading business 
Vizi2a7iFjprAa4r44-74114zwei ä ) ft é l 5'a7i1 i 
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corporations.It is intended to give and direction to settlers, 
to arrange for their suitable distribution,to co- ordinate the work 
of the various bodies interested in land settlement,and to carry on 
propaganda in order to secure the proper type of settler.The late 
Quartermaster- General of the Canadian Forces has been appointed 
1. 
managing director of the Association. 
In Australia there is a growing sense of the need of securing 
settlers from the British Isles. At a recent Conference of Federal 
and State Preiaiers it was agreed to adopt a policy of land settlement. 
The Commonwealth is to control the organisation in the British Isles, 
and the Agents -general of the various States are to act as a consult- 
-ative Committee.Settlers will be assisted in various ways by the 
State Govern:lents, and. the Federal Govern sent will provide fw.nds for 
land settlement and public works. 
A company which is attracting attenfiion is the "Australia 
Farms Limited" The aim of this Company is to assist in the settlement 
of selected men possessing small capital.The Company becomes responsibl 
for the period of three years for the management of the farms of 
the settlers whom it accepts,and makes arrangements for giving the 
settlers training and experience.This Company has been recommended 
by the Oversea Settlement Committee,and funds have been set aside 
for the purpose of assisting thole who take up land under its auspices. 
In South Africa an officer has been appointed at Cape Town 
to live information and advice to intending settlers on their 
arrival.An Association composed of private persons has been formed 
to commemorate the arrival of the settlers at the Cape of 
4, ea-vado. .a f ì.,--. qQ zI. 13- 33. 
Good Hope 
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in 1 220. This Association is known as The 1820 T. ernorial Settlers' 
Association. In .addition to erecting suitable .Memorials to the 
1820 settlers the Association aims at introducing a similar type of 
settler into SouthAfrica,and proposes to give them assistance 
in the work of settlement. 
The statistics of the assistance given by the British 
Government tot emigrants reveal' the care with which selections are 
being made by the Dominion Governrlents.From the commencement of 
operations until the 31st December 1920 there were almost.75,000 
ex- service men and women who 'applied for assistance under the scheme. 
These with their dependents represented almost 150,000 persons.But 
only 21,295 of these applicants were accepted by the Dominion 
Governments and granted free passages.These with their dependents 
would amount to almost 39,000.Thus only a little over one quarter 
of the applicants were accepted,the remainder being rejected because 
of ill- health,puaysical disability,or general unsuitability.These facts 
reveal something of the difficulties which surround any scheme for 
1. 
emigration. 
The need for a definite policy of emigration cannot be too 
strongly emphasised.There are opportunities within the British 
Commonwealth,for all those who desire to leave the British Isles, 
equal to,and in most cases greater than,any that can be found outside. 
Further,the strength of the Commonwealth depends upon its settlement 
and development by men and women of British interests and sympathies, 
1.The destination of those assisted is as follows:A Canada- 14658; 
Australia and Tasmania - 11933 : New Zealand - 7417 : South Africa - 
3068 : East Africa - 476 : Rhodesia - 326 : Other Crown Colonies and 
Dependencies - 769. TOTAL,38697. 
(16) g. 2 9, 
and preferably of British stock.The political reasons for retaining 
British emigrants within the commonwealth are strong. The economic 
!. 
reasons are equally forceful.The emigrant from the British Isles 
settling in 
aMiliMMON one of the Dominions consumes a greater proportion of 
Britis4 goods than would be the case if he settled in a foreign 
country.The effect of this is to provide more work in the British 
Isles,and increase the prosperity of British Industries. On the 
other hand,the great need of great Britain is for food and raw 
material.Conditions are now becoming such that the Dominions must 
be increasingly depended on to supply this need. Hence the necessity 
for developing their resources,and bringing their vast areas of 
fertile agricultural land under cultivation. This is the immediate 
necessity. What the future holds it would be difficult and risky 
to attempt to picture. The war period has witnessed a very great 
development in industry in the Dominions,and there are vast 
possibilities in this direction in the future. The mineral resources 
of the Dominions are unbounded and to draw an exaggerated picture 
of the future would hardly be possible.But the work of the present 
generation is to develop the agricultural resources primarily.Yet 
we witness even in the Dominions the rush to the towns.Cne reason 
for this is undoubtedly the fact that the returns to trade and 
industry are greater in proportion to the labour expended than is 
the case in agriculture.This is not as it ought to be.Two things 
are needed in order to save agriculture.The expenses of distribution, 
and the profits of the middlemen should be reduced.The Dominions 
referring to 
Royal Commisivinrin vommmilimgemin agriculture reported; "During our 
. a , .- ,.- . ér )' rE.. . 3 2 - 2 3 
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journeys throughout the Empire we have been impressed by the facts 
which is general in the world and which is not confined to any 
particular epoch,that the industries engaged in the utilisation 
of the land are less remunerative than city trades and the occupations 
of middlemen and merchants.Too much of the profit appears to go to 
the distributing interests and not enough to the primary producer. 
This tends to coneentrate people tp an undue extent in large cities 
and to withdraw them from the country districts where their presence 
is most needed.Apart from the financial attraction of the city,life 
there presents greater amenities and greater excitement than do 
agricultural and pastoral pursuits ". The undue pressure of the 
middlemen has led to the very successful combination of the farmers 
of Western Canada.The aim at first was merely to eliminate the 
profits of the middlemen in the sale of grain,but the combination 
has developed into a great purchasing agency,and has even entered 
into competition in the production of certain things required on 
the farms.Any means by which a fairer return is secured to 
agriculture will add to the strength of the Commonwealth. The 
second need is a moral one. A people trained to appreciate the 
value of a simple,healthy existence would not be lured by the 
cheap gait-by of the towns.We live in an age when the 
successful 
business man is the hero of society,and to be 
within reach of a 
cinema one of the chief aims of life. The 
need of simpler ideals 
is no less real than the need for economic 
justice. The call ABack 
to the land" must be obeyed not only in 
the letter,but in the spirit. 
Atte:qpts have been made to esti :late the value of an immigrant 
1. 
to the country in which he settles, either by ca.leulr titg the average 
cost of reari ng, or coap'.lting the balance of pos: ible production 
over consumption by an i.ar igrant. Such calculations are interesting, 
and by them it may be possible to arrive at the actual loss sustained 
by the country which has borne the cost of rearing the emigrant.But 
to calculate the future value of a human being is practically 
impos sible, and the cost of production is an unsafe guide. The 
econo lic value of a Barnardo Boy is undoubtedly F,reater than that 
of a "remittance man" whereas the cost of producing the later is 
out of all proportion to the cost of production in the ease of the 
forLaer. r urther, it may 1): gain to a country to get rid of undesirable 
citizens, and these undesirables may be very useful in the country to 
Which they go because the different conditions of life riay suit their 
temperament.The value of an individual depends upon his ability 
coupled with an opportunity to use that ability,and would be measured 
by the amount of wealth he adds to the community during his life. 
The amount of compensation given to a widow or dependent on the 
producer being -; killed might be taken as an estil: ate of bile value 
to the community.But it is manifestly imposoible to place a money 
value on all the services which an individual renders.;"any of these 
are not directly productive,but are none the less necessary and 
valuable.In a ne7ly settled country it is the primary producer who 
is of greatest economic value, and that value depends on what he can 
1. e.g. `iarshall in Principles of Economics.P. 4.riote. 
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produce and the demand there is for the product. In the Do_inions then 
are vast resources awaiting exploita.tion,and population is needed. 
Population id the basis of the development of new countries.Each 
immigrant is valuable n -,t only as a producer,but as a consu:ler 
giving employment to others,and assisting in the progress of industry. 
But his econo =ic value depends upon the services which he can render 
to the community and the need for those services. 
Those who advocate the rapid increase of population would 
seem to hold the opinion that population ought to be incr ̂ ased 
simply for the purpose of developing the natural resource, of a 
country.Perhaps a saner position would be to say that natural 
resources ought to be developed for the sake of the population.The 
progress of science and invention during the past century has so 
accelerated production that the theories of iíalthus are treated with 
scant seriousness.But the question arises,will the ratio of 
production to population continue to increase? Is it not possible to 
coceive a ti ie when,with the present scientific uethods of the 
conservation of life,the population of the world will be greater 
23/. 
than can be supported by its r'esources? A hundred years has served 
to fill up the vast spaces of the United. States,and this is a short 
time in the history of the world. The real problems of the United 
States are now only commencing.Hitherto there was a continually 
expanding frontier where population overflowed.It was scarcely 
possible for too many immigrants to arrive. Put those days are gone, 
and serious restrictions on imligration are now necessary.It is 
C20 ,232. 
luring the next fifty years that the real test will have to be borne 
by the American people.Are we to increase population merely forthe 
sake of filling the earth? The past has seen the rush for possession 
)y force of arms.Are we now to see a rush for possession by increase 
)f population? From the purely national point of view this would 
seem to be necessary.But what of the clash when this is accomplished. 
'he present century aay see the British Dominions fully peopled, 
ind looking for new worlds to conquer,and there is no emigration off 
the earth. However we shall have the benefit of watching how the 
)roblem is dealt% with by the American pe ̂ple, and perhaps one is apt 
ao be influenced by the pessimism of the times.But thé fact that 
this is not likely to become a problem for the present generation 
Loes not make it any less real. 
Should the League of Nations survive the untoward accidents 
)f its birth,and become a real power among the nations,it might do 
such to solve the problems off world migration.At present we can only 
lope. The work already taken in hand would indicate that migration 
.s one of the world problems which the League intends to assist with. 
the Washington meeting of the International Labour Conference 
in International Commission on nigra.tion was appointed, and has been 
3ollecting information regarding emigration from and immigration into 
;he various countries.The Commission consists of a Chairman,and 
sighteen members,six of whom are Government representatives,six 
representing employers and six representing workers. The Comraission 
(21) 
'proposeSto make a comprehensive survey of th- present position of 
migration.The States composing the International Labour organisation 
we approaching ' the question of emigration from an international 
3tandpoint.One of the main objects of the Co<<1Zission is to co- ordinate 
'Legislation affecting emigration, and to eliminate the causes of 
. nternational friction. 
"The governing body of the International Labour Conference 
Lt Washington allocated the representation on the Commission.The 
'resident was to be a representative of the British Governraent,the 
rice- President a representative of the Italian Governient,and 
;overnment representatives were to be sent by Brazil,Canada,China, 
Prance,Japan,and India ; employers representatives by South Africa, 
,Art r_rgentine, Spain, Greece, Czecho- Slovakia, and Switzerland; and 
Porkers'representatives by Germany,Austra.lia,the United States, 
33. 
1. 
'oland, Italy, and Sweden ; 
The development of co- operation among the nations may do 
auch to avoid the dangers of the future,and,whatever the direct 
°esults maYibef a knowledge of the problems of world -migration, and 
1 dispassionate discussion of them 'by an international organisation 
Should help towards their solution. 
1. The Times. 15th.January 1921. 
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SPECIAL r?'IGRATION PROBLEMS; WOMEN AND CHILDREN 
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(A) WOMEN. 
The emigration of women has always constituted a serious 
problem.'fhiie the immediate difficulties may be greater,the emigration 
of families is ultimately the more successful.Attempts made in the 
past to transfer single women from the British Isles to the Overseas 
parts of the Empire have not always been successful.Failure has been 
due chiefly to the lack of proper seleution,the unsultability of 
those emigrated,and the difficulty which women accustomed to conditions 
in the British Isles find in fitting into the life in the newer places. 
The voluntary emigration of women -- can 
scarcely be said to have been an unqualified success.Again the 
trouble has been the unsuitability of many of those emigrating. The 
system of granting bonuses to passage agents has been condemned 
because of the influence which these agents have exerted in the 
1. 
emigration of unsuitable women. The work of various societies 
engaged in assisting women emigrants can be spoken of much more 
favourably.These societies have taken the trouble to find ottti the 
conditions in the Overseas Dominions,and have selected those whom 
they assist with a great deal of care.They also make provision for 
the reception of women on their arrival at their destination,and 
look after their interests during the voyage. 
But the problem of the emigration of women is not Herely 
one of removal.At the basis of the problem lies the disparity 
between the sexes in the various parts of the Commonwealth, In 1911 
1.Report of the Delegates appointed by the Oversea Settlement 
Committee to enquire as to openings for women in Canada.Cmd 403.1919. 
(2) 
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there were 1,329,000 more females than males in the United Kingdom, 
while in the self- governing Dor_iinions there were 762,000 more males 
than females.The result of the war has been to increase the dis- 
-proportion in the British Isles and to decrease it in the Dominions. 
Between 1870 and 1910 there were 657,000 more boys than girls born 
in England and Wales,and during the same period 651,000 more males 
than females died,so that vital statistics show no reason for a 
disparity between the sexes.The cause is found in the excess of male 
over femile.emigration.From 1871 to 1911 this excess amounted tó 
590,000.This feature of emigration does not apply to Ireland where 
the proportion has always been about equal.In fantduring some years 
there has been an excess in female emigration, and at the time tf the 
last census in the United States there were resident there actually 
130,000 more females than males who were born in Ireland.Tn 
Scotland the conditions are similar to England and Wales. 
Looking at the question superficially it would seem that 
the problem would be solved by the simple transfer of a certain 
number of females to the Overseas Dominions.But the greater 
proportion of the surplus wo_sen are of ages over 45. The emigration 
of the older wo;aen is not favoured by the Dominions,and it is 
unlikely that they roul . be succes :ful in adapting themselves to 
the new conditions.Eacli year that is added over twenty to a woman's 
age makes her less valuable from the point of view of the Dominions. 
The emigrating age would be roughly between 15 and 45,and in 1911 
there were 663,000 surplus fe'iales in England and Wales4 .This 
number 
(3) 
is probably larger than is actual owing to the tendency to under- 
-statement of age in census reports.So that an analysis of the total 
female surplus rapidly reduces the number who could he considered 
as possible ernigrants.These would be again reduced considerably 
owing to reasons of health,and various other causes.In the end the 
number of worsen actually available as emigrants would be a small 
proportion of the total surplus,but by no means an unimportan4 
proportion. 
.2 ,34. 
Turning to the Dominions the question arises as to the 
possibility of absorbing women emigrants from the British Isles.The 
disproportion between the sexes has been reduced considerably by 
the casualties in the war.The number of war- brides taken to the 
Do,:ninions has also had a very important influence, especially in 
Australia,and it is even questioned whether any more could be absorbed 
1 
i,: medâ ately. Further the surplus of males in the Dominions iras 
greatest among the older men.in 1911,and the, effect ofthe war will 
have increased this proportion.With regard to the distribution of the 
surplus we find that in the Australian cities there is a surplus of 
women actually greater than that in 7ngland and Wales taken as a 
whole,and almost as great as in the larger towns.A similar condition 
prevails in Canada where there is a still greater surplus of males. 
pa 
So that the disFrity between the sexes really exists only in the 
rural districts in the Oversea Dominions. 
With regard to openings for wo:len in the Dominions there 
1.Report to the Oversea Settlement Co:imittee of the Delegates 
.appointed to enquire as to openings for Women in Australia. Cmd 745.194) 
(4) 
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has always been a large demand for domestic servants,and this demand 
is as great as ever.But there is a shortage of domestic servants in 
-Z 
doi 
the British Isles and this would have to be met by those not 
'already in service.The greater social amenities attached to the 
position ofd the domestic servant in certain sections of the Dominions 
would probably attract some who would not fake up this work in the 
United kingdom.But domestic service in the Dominions is less specialised 
and the demand is largely ftr those who are prepared to do all kinds 
of work.There are openings in the teaching and n'irsing professions, 
particularly in the rural districts.Cutside of these only a very 
small number of women could be absorbed in the Dominions. 
The great problem for women in the Dominions is that of 
rural life,especially in the newer districts.it is in the aback- blocks" 
of Australia and New Zealand that the demand exists for 00# ,/ yíyi 
nurses,and the life calls for exceptional missionary qualities.In 
New Zealand the su)ply of teachers for primary schools is not 
adequate to the demand,and there are oppotbunities for those who are 
prepared to take up work in the smaller towns and in the aural 
districts.In Canada there is a demand for teachers in the districts 
settled by foreigners,where teaching by foreign teachers is no longer 
allowed.The freedom of life in the rural communities in the Dominions 
has many attractions,but it has also disadvattages.Anyone expecting 
to find a social life even approximating to that in the rural districts 
in the British Isles would be much disappointed.The sense of isolation 
calls for qualities that are exceptional.Women who settle in the 
A 
more isolated districts require to be strong both physiea&.y and 
Mentally. There is no doubt that one reason for the greaterppoportion 
of women in the towns in the Dominions is the tendency for emigrant 
women to avoid the rural listricts,but even those born in the 
Dominions succumb to the attractions of the towns.If the Dominions 
wish to attract British women to the rural districts á, policy of 
closer settlement must be adopte.d.The interests of individual 
speculators must be sacrificed,if necessary,to the greater and more 
important national interests. Any attempt to remove women from the 
British Isles to the Dominions which is not accompanied by an effort 
to make rural conditions more attractive cannot fail to fall short 
of success.Instead of the cheerless bachelor "shack ",deserted for 
the most part during the winter,there should be a "home ". 
There is no doubt that all efforts to facititate the 
emigration of suitable women to the Dominions should be encouraged. 
A po]icy,united in by both the home and the Dominion Governments 
should be formulated,by which selected women would be taken to 
the Dominions,and if necessary,trained for the occupations open in 
the Dominions,and secured employment.The experience which many women 
have had during the war should make it much easier for them to 
adapt themstives to conditions overseas,and there are indications 
that a great deal of consideration would be given in the Dominions 
to women who have been engaged in war service.The aim of any emigration 
scheme should be to increase the proportion of women in the rural 
districts.A further increase in the number of women in the towns 
would not serve to solve the problem. 
23g. 
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The three oldest and most important Women's Emigration Societies 
have re- organised since the war,and are giving valuable assistance 
with the emigration of women.These societies,the British Women's 
Emigration Association,the South African Colonisation Society,and 
the Colonial Intelligence League,to which the Young Women's C'_ristian 
Association,and the Girl's Friendly Society were affiliated for 
emigration purposes,have amalgamated as the Society for the Oversea 
Settlement of British Women,which has been registered as an 
Incorporated Society under the Companies Acts 1908 to 1917.The Society 
works in co- operation with the Oversea Settlement Cornitte:,and 
in 266 provincial centres interviewing committees have been 
estahlished.By this means a more accurate knowledge of the intending 
emigrants can be obtained,and advice given. 
Arrangements have been made for the reception of women 
emigrants in Canada by the establishment of a Council of Immigration 
oQ Women,under the auspices of the Department of Immigration and 
Colonisation at Ottawa.This Council consists of representatives of 
all the women's organisations of national importance and a represent- 
ative from each provincial Governrnent.Assistance is received from 
public funds to enable the Council to equip and maintain hostels 
for the reception of women emigrants. The new arrivals are assisted 
in finding suitable employment,and are encouraged to return tp 
New Zealand, andSouth Africa, 
the hostels in case of difficulty.In Australiay(uch arrangements 
have not yet been made,but the Victoria league provides emigrants 
with introductions to its memburs.overseas,and sends information 
of such introductions to the branch concerned. 
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(B) CHILDREN. 
The recent history of juvenile emigration shows that life in 
the Dominions offers many advantages to children who are destitute, 
or lacking proper parental care.But arrangements for child emigration 
have not always been of their present character.The treatment of 
children in the early part of the nineteenth century is one of the 
blots in the history of modern industry,and this was reflected in 
the methods of child emigration.The Poor Law authorities,desiring 
to rid the_nselves of some of their burdens,resorted to the emigration 
of children.This practice became more general after the early 
pauper 
Factory Acts made it more difficult to get1children accepted in 
the ractories.3ut the methods of emigration were such that even the 
hard life in the factories would have been preferable .This .dove rent 
was carried on with a great deal of secrecy largely because the Poor 
Law authorities feared that if it were widely known there would 
be an inundation of children,but partly also because the conditions 
under which it was carried out were none too human. In 1830 the 
"Society for the Suppression of Juvenile Vagrancy ",which afterwards 
became the "Children's Friendly Society ",was formed,and carried 
out the first open emigration of children. The aim of this Society 
was to assist destitute children to attain a useful life in one 
of the Colonies.Before being sent out they were given training for 
a short period. The Cape of Good. :ope was the destnation to which 
1. 
the young e:ligrant.s were sent at fir st, but later Canada was chosen. 
1. 
See Chapter.V. Page. 7 3 . 
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The children were ap-prenticed to respectable persons,and a certain 
amount of supervision was exercised over their welfare. After the 
famine in Ireland over 4000 orphan girls were sent to New South Wales, 
and South Australia, and provided with employrnen t .The Poor Law Unions 
provided them with outfits, and paid their expenses to the port of 
embarkation, while the rem .muting expense was net by the Colonial 
Land and Emigration Coanmissioners out of the .Australian Land Funds. 
About the same time the London Rag`;ed Schools began to send parties 
of children to Australia. These children were taken chiefly from the 
Reformatory Schools, and the expense was net by the E ;migration 
Commisei oners.There was a great demand overseas for the children, 
but the Home authorities were strongly opposed to their emigration. 
However in spite of official opposition this was carried on to some 
extent, and sometimes the Guardians contracted with sea-captains 
for the removal of children to various places overseas at a very 
small cost per 'ieaa.Evidently these "contractors" had little 
difficulty in disposing of their charges as apprentices.It can be 
seen that under this system abuses would very easily arise. 
The first attempt at a thoroughly organised system of 
juvenile emigration was made by two ladies,Miss 7acpherson and Miss 
Rye,who were convinced of the greater opportunities for a successful 
career for orphan or neglected children in the Dotninions.In the 
Sixties they established 1Homes" in England and in Canada.The "Homes" 
in England were used for the purpose of training the children, and 
those in Canada were stations for the reception and distribution 
(9) A/12, 
of their juvenile charges.In 1868 -69 the Guardians of t. ̂ro or three 
Unions made use of their organisation to send out a few pauper 
children with those going from the "Homes ",and in 1870 the Poor Law 
Board sanctioned the emigration of pauper children under their 
care.Thus there were two classes of children dealt with,nalely, 
pauper children,and "arabs"or "waifs and strays" picked up from the 
streets. 7o distinction was made between these two classes in placing 
them in Canacl.a.Of pauper children Mss Macpherson distributed 350, 
and Miss Rye 800.The ages of the children varied from 6 to 14.The 
pauper children had to give their consent to be emigrated before 
two magistrates in Petty Sessions,and in the case of the other children 
the consent of the parents or ;guardians was sup~?osed to be received. 
pauper 
The Guardians gave eight guineas for every 
,\ 
child thken out,and 
further assistance was ;riven by the Government ofthe Dominion, and 
of the Province of Ontari o. The children were sent to families, and 
applicants had to produce a recomrlendation from a clergyman or other 
respectable person.The children were applied for usually in advance 
of their arrival.The weak part of the work was the lack of proper 
means for the superintendence of the children after they had been 
placed. " ̂ he great majority were well treated and were successful, but 
Omit there were instances of i1 1 -trea binent, and of wayw.tr:iness, and 
in some cases of absolute f ailure.A Local Government Inspector 
was 
imA $ 874- 
sent out fro," England to enquire into the success of the scheme.His 
Report emphasised the weakness of the work,which undoubtedly 
existed, 
and did scant justice to the philanthropic efforts of 
the ladies, 
(10) 223 
t. or the success which they had achieved. The result of this report 
was that the Local Government Board prohibited further emigration 
of 
r Poor Law child'en,but :ass Rye continued with the emigration of 
destitute children who were not under roor Law control. 
Expenditure for juvenile eraigration was again sanctioned 
by the Local Govern,nent Board in 1 823, and '_n 1E5.8 definite arrange- 
-ïments were read with the Canadian Government for the reception and 
superinte'mdence of the elmi grants, and since then Government children 
have been sent to Canada under these regulations.Children sent out 
must have at least six .months training,OOF be certified ,aedically 
as suitable for emigration, and be accepted by the Canadian Tuigration 
Authorities in London. Societies er indivi_:ivals taking charge of the 
emigration of the children must have "Homes "in Canada to which the 
children are taken,and to which they can return in case of difficulty. 
Information of the placing of a child in a home in Canada :lust be 
sent to the Government at Cttawa,and also to the Guardians of the 
Union from which the child has been taken,these Guardians being 
responsible for passing on the inf- rrnation th the Local Government 
Doard.In placing the children an undertaking must be given that 
regard will be made for the religious denomination of each child. 
The consent of the Child before two magistrates before being sent 
out is still necessary. Arrangements are made for the inspection 
of the children by Canadian Government Inspectors, the Canadian O 
Government bearing the expense of the first inspect on, and the 
remainder being carried out et the charge of the Board of (uardians, 
1.Report to the President of the Local Govern :lent Board by Andrew 
Doyle,Escr .Local Govern fient Inspector, as to the Emigration of Pauper 
Children to Canada.1875. 
. Letter by Miss Rye to the President of the Local Government Board. 177. 
Reply by Mr Doyle. 1 S77. 
(11) 
Pauper children who are not orphans, deserte[, or adopted by the 
Guardians cannot be ell :rated without the consent of their pa -eats. 
Another very profitable field for juvenile emigration is 
to be found in the Reformatory and Industrial Schools.The Children ¡ 
Act of 1908 enacts: "If any youthful offender or child. under 14 
in or placed out on licence(to live with sorie trustworthy and 
respectable person) from a certified reformatory or industrial 
school,or a person when u'iJer the supervision of the ìranagers of 
such a school, oo nducts himself well, the managers of the school may, 
with his own consent,apprentice him to,or dispose of him in,any 
trade, calling, or service, inclulin service in the Ar;ay or "avy, 
or by eaigration,notwithstandinq that his period of detention or 
supervision has not expired, and. such apprenticing or disposition 
shall be as valid as if the manes` ers his parentsg 
that where he is to be disposea of by emi gration, an:l in any case 
unless he has been det -fined for 12 months,the consent of the Secretary 
of State shall also be renuired for the exercise of any power under 
this section". Children who have be :n taken from the charge of 
their parents or guardians because of cruelty or neglect,ana paced 
with some other person or society may also be emigrated,wtth the 
consent of the Secretary of State.The parents of such children may 
apply to the Nigh Court,or the Court of Session for their production, 
but by the provisions of the Custody of Children Act of 1891, the 
Court may decline to make the order,if it is of the opinion that 
the parent has abandoned or deserted the child.Should a writ for 
production be issued the party responsible for the emigration of 
1.Provision was made for the emigration of children from Reformatories 
and Industrial Schools by the Act of 1891,which amended the Industrial 
Schools Act of 1866. 
o? "),' , 
(11) 
the child would h :.ve to bear the expense of repatri atton, and this 
undoubtedly acts as a hindrance to such e.mi :ration. 
7otwithstanding the many advantages which life in one of 
the Dominions has for children fr o_a reformatory and i nditstrial schools 
a comparatively small number has' been sent out.This is especially 
true of the Zeformatory Schools,and in their case may be partly due 
to doubts in the Dominions as to the success of such childrenj4But 
there is no doubt that the overflow of energy,and dislike for 
convention which so aeti ales lead children to perform actions contrary 
to law,which call for special measures in a closely settled connunity 
having a highly developed civilisati o., may be the very qualities 
which make for the highest success on the frontiers of the E!apire. 
There is no reason why, by a careful process of selection,those who 
are naturally criminal could not be eli ainated, and those who have 
got into trouble through exuberance of spirits, or lack of proper 
control z,i ven an o-o ort pity under conditions of freer life. Tn 1918 
over 3000 boys and girls were received into Borstal Institutions, 
and Reformatory 3c`:_ools in the British. Isles, and a similar n 7mber 
discharged., but the average annual emigration of such has been only 
about forty.Children from industrial schoolqare not open to the 
same objection fro;a the Dominions, but the nulber emigrated has been 
scarcely satisfactory.In 1 ^1ß there were over 12,000 children 
in industrial school s, but the average annual eaigration is under 2fl0. 
'7it'a regard to Poor Law children there were in England and 
vales in 1918 30,800 children in separate institutions,and about 
(13) 
10,000 chiláren,Rostly orphans,boarded out.These numbers which are 
a decrease of about on pre -war conditions have likely increased 
during the present depression.3ut in spite of these numbers, and the 
elaborate and effect'_ve organisation for the emigration and care 
of children overseas only about 500 have been emigrated annually. 
This small number is to be attributed largely to lack of knowledge 
on the part of the Guardians, and a failure to appreciate the vain 
which the chance of a new life would bring to the children.The 
expense entailed would be much less than is incurred by the Guardians 
in the support of the child at home. 
The great demand for these children overseas lay be seen by 
the large number of ap:?lications for their services.During 19 years 
from 1901 there were 34,800 juvenile emigrants sent to Canada,and 
1- 
for these there were 389,223 applications,that is,where one child 
was sent out eleven could have been accomodated.The system of 
inspection in Canada,and the method of reporting,is most elaborate 
and effective,and has :net with universal approval.?'Tot only are 
regular reports sent to the Government twice a year,but unannounced 
visits are paid to the children.Further,the work of the inspectors 
is'secanded by a strong public opinion,and should a case of ill - 
treatnent occur the inspectors would be notified immediately. 
So far the emigration of children has been largely confined 
to Canada,but attempta are being made to encourage the movement to 
Australia and Mew Zealand.3efore the war Mr T.L edgwick took 
a party of fifty boys to New Zealand,and secured them employment. 
_244 
Part of the expense was to be met by the boys out of their wages, 
1.Applications for the children are not advertised for,and the number 
would be much greater if more children were available,but the belief 
that to have an application filled is somewhat hopeless leads mna-iy 
to refrain from applying. 
(14) 10. 
and a Bank account formed and taken charge of on behalf of the boys 
until they reached the age of 21.Other parties were sent to 
30 
Australia,narnely 0 to New South ',gales, 73 to Victori a, and a few to 
Queensland.The lead is now being taken by Western Australia,to which 
a number of children has ben sent by the Child Emigration Society. 
A farm school was opened at Pinjarra,54 miles south of Perth,in 
1912.So far only a small number has been taken out,but 
arrangements are being made to increase the n;mber,and also to 
1. 
provide for the emigration of girls.Arrangements are being made 
also with Dr Darnardo's Homes for the reception of boys.Financial 
and other assistance is given by the Government of Western Australia, 
and at present this is part of the settled policy of the Government. 
Thet emigration of children has been carried out entirely 
by voluntary societies.The Poor Law and Home Of ice authorities have 
sent their juvenile emigrants through these societies,and have 
credited the societies with the amount of money allowed by statute 
for their ernigration.In this way they have been able to make use 
of the "Homes" belonging to the societies in the 73ritish Isles and 
in Canada, and of the admirable arrangements which are made for the 
care and supervision of the children.In 1914 there were seventeen 
emigration societies dealing with children,but by far the largest 
and _post important is Dr Barnardo' s Horses .For a number of years 
prior to the war about 1000 children were sent overseas annually, 
chiefly to Canada.Since the Association was founded it has been 
1.Paper read at a meeting of the Royal-Colonial Institute on February 
24th 1920 by Kingsley Fairbridge,Founder of the Society. 
2 10. 
(15) 
responsible for the emigration of approximately 30,000 children. 
There could be no more hopeful or profitable emigration 
than that of children who because of circumstances for which they 
are in no way responsible are handica -ped on the threshold of life. 
With the e:disting organisation for cayfying out this work the 
possibility of injustice being done to the child is reduced to the 
absolute minimum.The children,althuugh unfortunate,have not succumbed 
to the "pessimism of experience ",which makes it so difficult for 
those whose spirit has bean broken by adversity to cake a recovery. 
By training much of the initial disadvantage can be overcome,and 
being placed in hopeful surroundings,whereW the opportunities of 
life are many,their success is practically assured. This is a type 
of emigration of the value of which there can be no douht.Lifes 
which would probably be wasted,or a:t "least reduced in value,by 
an 
returning torunwholesome environment are conserved,and given an 
opportunity of expansion.The gain is not only to the individuals 






























































































































Augrr-R11TTI All other Totffr-far "TuLal for 
"ew Zealand places. each year. five years 
1815. 680. 1209. 102 2081. 
1816. 3370. 9022. 1-18. 12510. 
1817. 9797. 10280. 557. 20634. 
1818 15136. 1009. 222. -77e7. 
1219. 23534. 106-4. 579. 34707. 
1220. 17921. 6745. 1063. 25729. 
1821. 12955. 4955. 384. 18297. 
1829. 16018. 4137. 07^. 20429. 
1823. 11355. 5032. 163. 16550. n5030. 
1?24. 8774. 5152. 00. 14005. 
1825. 8741. 5551. 4,95. 114. 14'-1.. 















1909. 13307. 15670. 2016. 197. 311- 
1830. 30574. 24927. 1242. 204. 5607. 
1331. 58067. 2341. 1561. 114. 83160. 
1232. 66339. 329-72. 3733, 196. 103140. 
1233. 28808. ()rslr-1-. 4023. 517. 62527. 381956. 
1834. 409 "72.169. 330-  2800. 000 _...u. 76222. 
1835. 15573. 26720. 1860. 325. 44478. 
1936. 34226. 37774. 3124 293. 75417. 
1837. 20884. 36770. 5054. 326. 72034. 
1932. 4577. 14332. 14021. 2(Y) 33222. 287358. 
1839. 12652. 33536,. 15786. 2-27: 62207. 
1840. 32293. 40642. 15850. 1952. 90743. 
1841. 38164. 45017. 32625. 2786. 112592. 
1842. 54123. 63852. 8534. 1835. 122344. 
1843. 23515. 28335. 3478. 1ee1. 57212. 465577. 
1844. 22024. 43660. 2229. 1873. 70686. 
1845. 31803. 58538. 830. 2330. 93501. 
1246. 43439. 82239. 2347. 1826. 129251. 














1850. 32961. 223079. 16037. 2773. 2808:. 
1251. 42605. 267357. 21532. 4472. 
335966. 
1852. 32873. 244261. 87881. 3749. 368764. 
1953. 34522. 230835. 61401. 3120. 329937. 1638945. 
1854. 43761. 193065. e3237. 3366. 
323429. 
1855. 17966. 103414. 52302. 311e. 
176e07. 














1.During the ten years 1215-1224 the customs 
returns do not record 
any emigration to Australia,but it appears from 
other sources that 
there went out in 1221.320: in 1202,975: in 1523,543: 
in 1824,720: 
in 1925,452 'Dersons.These nu,lbers have not been included in 
the totals 
ofthis table. 
APPENDIX.XX I. CONTP TJED. 
British United Australia & Cape of Good All other Tot..1 TOa1 
[ear. A?. America/ States New Zealand Hope & Natal places each year!ive 
Ye am 
859 6689. 70303 
860. 9786. 87500. 
861. 12707. 49764 
862. 15522. 58706, 
863. 41000140000g-: , 
18083. 146813. 
864. 12721. 147042. 
865. 17211. 147258. 
866. 13255. 161000. 
867; 15503. 159275. 
868. 21062. 155532. 
869. 33891. 203001. 
870. 35295. 196075. 
871. 32671. 1998,43. 
872. 32205. 233747. 
873. 37208. 233073. 
874. 25450. 148161. 
875. 17378. 105046. 
1876. 12327. 75533. 
1877. 9299. 64027. 
1878. 13836. 81557. 
1879. 22509. 134590. 
1880. 29340. 257274. 
1881. 34561. 307973. 
1882. 53475. 295539. 
1423. 53566. 252226. 
1884. 37043. 203519. 
1885. 22928. 184470. 
1886. 30121. 23.8386. 
1887. 44406. 296901. 
1888: 49107. 223087. 
1883. 38056. 240395. 
1890. 31397. 233522 
1891. 33752. 252016. 
1892. 41866. 235221. 
1893. 50381. 213212. 
1894. 23633. 159431. 
1895 22357. 195632. 
1896 22590. 154436. 
1897.. 22669. 132048. 
1898. 27487. 123703. 
1899, 33669. 159143. 
1900. 50007. 189391. 
1901. 42898. 194941. 
1902. 67600. 232099 



































































































































































'ear.British United Australia & Oape of Good All Other Total 





904. 91684. 291945 1421^ 32278. 23760. 453877. 














908. 9548. 198321. 33900. 21c:44. 36818. 386411. 
909. 113318. 259'33. 38350. 24649. 38128. 474378. 













8 " ' 
1 
1,; 1( 
These statistics have been collected from the Customs ?eturns prior 
o the appointment of the Colonial Land and Emigration Commissioners in 
E40.From 1 °40 to 1872 the statistics are to be found th the annual 
eports of the Commissioners. Since 1872 the returns have been furnished 
y the Board of Trade. The figures in this appendix refer to the total 
utward move:lent of passengers. In the Customs returns no account is 
aken of ships which did not obtain the Customs clearance before sailing, 
nd there is little doubt that the number of emigrants was larger than 
he returns in this table.In the 1-ter periods the number of emigrants 
oula be much less than the figures in the table owing to the great 
ncrease in tourist traffic. From 1875 an attempt was made to arrive at 
he number of actual e: ii»ra ts by deducting the number of 94 0000007' 
nward passengers froia the outward passengers.This was a very imperfect 
ethod,as no account was taken of the different character of the inward 
nd outward passengers.In 1,12 account was taken of those actually 
eparting with a view to permanent settlement overseas. The statistics 
or 1¡13 would indicate that the number of emigrants 
was much larger 
han the balance of passengers outward, bud a study of the character 
of 
he passengers would lead one to expect this result,but 
the outbreak 
f war so soon after this ;aethod was adopted .Makes the new statistics 
of 
it tle value. 
.2 5 2, 
APPENDIX.II. 
EMIGRATION;BRITISH An IRISH 1NLY.(passengers outwar,:r 1853-1920. 







































11 54818. 20% 580. 278129. 
77525. 29% 215. 267047. 
47284. 322 390. 150023. 
41329. 287 725. 148284. 
57252.324 e74.17181051. 
36454. 387 2753.3795067 
2$604. 294 8224.97 97093. 
21434. 22' 3911.45 95289. 
355397. 285 1-772.151312583. T054 805552. 
(8 zears) 
1861. 32160. 58% 3953 67. 20597. 325 247. 41 65197. 
1862. 48726. 507 8328 85. 38228. 40:' 1881. 25 97762. 
1363. 130522. 687 2665. 5% 50157. 267 2514. 15 192864. 
1864. 130155. 70' 11371. 65 40073. 215 5472.37 187081. 
1865. 119463. 687 14424. 2% 36683. 215 5321. 75 174891. 
1665. 131240. 771 nn28. 23632. 14% 4543. 37 170053. 



















5033. 4% 138187. 
4185. 2% 186300. 
5351. 31 202511. 
Total 
1861-70.11326a6. 72%. 130310. 87 267358. 175 41535. 35 1571829. 
10 Years. 
1871. 150783. 787", 24954. 135 11695. 6% 5314. 3% 192751. 
1872. 161782. 771 24382. 127 15248. 7% 9084. 45 210494. 
173. 166730. 737 20045. 135 25137. 11% 7433. 37 228345. 
1074. 113774. 585 26728. 10% 52581. 27% 10189.55 197272. 
1375. 31/93. 585 12306. 9% 34750. 245 12424. 9% 140675. 
1876. 54554. 50% 9335. 97 32196. 29% 13384,12% 10949. 
177. 45481. 485 7720. 85 30138. 325 11956.12% 95195. 
1878. 54694. 49% 10652. 95 36479. 325 11077.105 112902. 
1279.. 91806. 567 17952. 117 40959. 25% 13557. 27 164274. 
1280. 156570. 7354 )0,902. 9% 24124. 115 . 15886. 77 227541. 
Total 
18.71-80.1087372. 65% 177976. 115 303367. 185 110204.6% 1678919. 
ln years. 
1821. 1-5104. 737 23912. 1fl:- 22682. 9% 20304. 85 243002. 
18-2. 121203. 65% 40441. 15:' 37229. 135 12733. 75 279366. 











































11510. 55 242179- 
107 207644. 
12369. 57 232900. 
13753. 57 221427. 
1799 . (". 279928. 
224'',1.11 253795. 
22004.10 218116. 
169921. 7.2558535. Total. 17139 
1391-00.(10 'ears) 
APPENDIX.II.continued. 
Year. United States.%.British iworth Australia a% Cape of All 
America. 7.Zealand mood Hope other TAW. 
& Natal. places 
95 9090. 4" 1187.5 218507. 
08(:'1. 55. 10908. 5 210042. 
13097. 6' 10833. 55 208814. 
13177. 8' 10476. 7% 156030. 
20234.11' 11256. 6% 1851817 
24394.155 12782. 85 161925. 
21tO5). 14i 12Ø5. 95 146460 . 
19756. 145 12n61. 9% 1406447 
14432. 10% 11571. 8% 146362. 
20815. 1v, 11848. 7% 168825. 




























































otal 7 7 
1894-12(-)') 
10 years. 





































































101_10259013.46% 844003. 285 233107. 85 
10 years. 
1911. 121814. 275 
1912; 117310. 257' 
23413. 135 13270. 8% 171715. 
43206. 215 13320. 6/ 205662. 
50206. 195 14054. 55 259950. 
104 14581. 55 271435. 
26307. 101 15824. 65 262077. 
22804. 7' ?1326. 7' 325137. 
20925. 6 28508. 72 395680. 
19368. 75 31872.12% 263199. 
22017. 87 -3537.115. 286761. 
27297. 7' 35668. 95 397848. 
282561. 115 223960.75 2841464. 









80770. 18% 30767. 7';', 36316.85 454527. 
96800. 21% 28216, 65 39193.85 467666. 
177570 19% 58983. 7% 75509 6% 922193. 
1847/ 125.14% 507,739.4% 7553c.6: 12628413. 
These statistics have been taken from the returns of the Colonial 
land and Emigration Commissioners,and of the Board of Trade,and have 
been arranged in ten year periods.Before 1853 no account was taken 
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Total to all countries. 
Total to foreign countries. 
Total to British Empire. - - - -- 
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900; A90. . 910f 1913. 
This diagram,which has been taken from the Final Report of 
the Doinions Royal Com!iission, il lustrates the violent fluctuations 
in the e :lipration iaovei rent from the British Isles.Durins the twenty 
years before the var the tendency was, on the whole, upti °card. mhe 
increase in the nu ;aber remtlining within the T!_ipire in noticeable. 
The net immigration of aliens was very s ::i ll in comparison with 




CABIN AND ST? -RAGE PASSEPTGERS TO NoN- EUROPEA+T COUNTRIES. 1876 -1912. 
YEAR:--3- CABIN. STEERAGE. TOTAL. 









18791. 43928. 173235. 217163. 









1883. 55840. 341317. 397157. 
1884. 57403. 24(498. 303901. 
1885. 51428. 212957. 264385. 
1886. 59382. 271419. 330801. 
60754. 335740. 396494. 
1888. 65658. 332836. 398494. 
1889. 77097. 265544. 342641. 
1890. 76081. 239899. 315980. 
1891. 74281. 260262. 334543. 
1892. 78142. 243255. 321397. 
1893. J 69986. 237J47. 307633. 
1894. 68829. 157998. 226827. 
1895. 76393. 194879. 271772. 
1896. 77921. 164040. 241925. 
1897. 75463. 137817. 213280. 
1898. 68800. 136371. 205171. 
1899. 741.70. 166526. 240696. 
1900. 86914. 21,647. 302575.298561 
1901. 85288. 217287. 302575. 
1902. 91962. 294817. 386779. 
1903. 93942. 355064. 449006. 
1904. 36938. 366939. 453877. 
1905. 93785. 365877. 459662. 
1906. 97674. 460063. 557737. 
























Note the steadiness of thqmovement of cabi passengers as compared 
with the steerage.These figures suof)ort the ontention that emigration 
varies with economic pressure.The figures for the First 
and Second 
Class passengers in the later years also show that in these years 
there was a large emigration which was not due directly 
to distress 
and which would be accounted for by the large number of 
young people 
who emigrated in the hope of advancement.Of course the increase 
in 
the tourist !novel ent must also be borne in mind. 
z bp. 
APPEP?DI'C VI I I . 
REMITT._" 7CES BY EMIGRANTS TO FRIENDS IN THE BRITISH ISLES. 1:48 -1880. 
From the United States and British North 












1060. 534476 . 
1861. 374061. 
1862. 360578. 
18,63. 383286. In this year the sus' of 
4804. 332172.i44123.was remitted from 
1865. 481580.America ana Australia but 
1866. 4x98028. the amount from each cannot be 
1867. 54302. specified. 
1868. 530564. 
1869. 639335. In addition to the remittances from 
1870. 727408. North Aïaerica, the following surds were 

















These are the amounts remitted through the principal 
finance houses,and,especially in the later years the returns were 
far from being complete.No attempt was made after 1680 to _.rake a 
combined return of the remittances,but the larger figures from 1877 
would indicate that there was an increase in the amount remitted 
during the period of depression in the British Isles which com2enced 
in 1875.The greater part of these remittances/ was sent by Irish 
emigrants who had settled in the United Stttes,and had a very vital 
effect on Irish emigration. 
APPETTDTi. 
7461-E. 
AUSTRALIA. STATE ASSISTED Il 
_ 




DECADE. SOUTH QUE7NSLAND.LM 
WALES. 
1851-60.71649. 47705. 16636. 225153. 
1S61-70.18212. 1617. 13730. 1852. 46594. 82605. 
1871-80.24412. 50728. 25415. 477. 5545. 889. 107520. 
1884-90.34079. 103140. 7295. 2737. 0. 4552. 151805. 
1891.8.00. 659. 6177. 1566. 8402. 
1900-10 5058. (-;(1P 1690. 4049. 17715. 
1913. 9863. 4757. 2759. 12146. 7708. 37233. 
1914. 5624. 4096. 644. 7496. 1729. 19609. 
1232-180= 62916 immirants were assisted to New South Wales, 
7/r/3kE.2,, 
AUSTRALIA.NET , öVER DEPARTURES. 
SOUTH VICTORIA.UEENS SONT 1 WEST 




1861-65. 11562. 5656. 52855. 16263. 4165. -4355. In In 86146. 
1866-70. 3330. 30218. 15041. 965. 1699. -813.3out'a uew 80419. 
1871-75. 29741. -5595. 37423. 4607. -98. -4416.Aust. South 61662. 
1876-80. 73459. -5265. 21684. 3033. -49. 2880.returns 130142. 
1881-85.109863. 27786. 82393. -2082. 3658. 2422. to Wales 225040. 
1836-90. 52565. 86231. 33325. -24205. 8179. 2606. 1900 retur1158701. 
1890-95. 21464.-46848. -4666. 471. 47201. -4562. to 22392. 
1296-00. -997.-63582. -9022. -15266. 68996. 4914. 1911. 2487. 
1901-05 17273.-59955. -1903. -19479. 50420. -2497. -616. -16793. 
1906-10. 20547. 9410. 20071. 14993. 2578. -9707. -514. 57228. 
1911-12. 71934. 42136. 15152. 8+60. 18775. -3904. 242. 246.153041. 
Total. 444684. 19522.289729. 22160. 205524. -17532. -888. 246.959515. 
The minus sign denotes excess of departures. 
APPENDIX. X. 
"Tr T07 ITE?IURATIOI`1 RETUOJS. 


























773 INTO CA. iDA. DTCLA:?? ;D SETTL.ERS. 1$97-19 19 . Taken fro,., the statistics of the Department of the Interior. 
T.r ,,.r, r1- - .;, , - :  _.0. 
-T71) __ i''.; ;^ : . T,JATTTED STATES. OTHER COUNTRIES. TOTAL. 
11383. 2412. 7c1. 21716. 
11173. :119. 11608. 31900. 
10660. 11945. 21938. 41543. 



















86795. 577:»r'.7. 44472. 189064. 
55721. 24659. 34217. 124667. 
120182. 58312. 53n72. 262469. 
52901. 59832. 34175. 146908. 
59790. 103798. 45205. 208794. 
123013. 121451. 666?0. 311084. 
138121. 133710. 82406. 354237. 
150542. 139009. 112581. 402432. 
142622. 107530. 134726. 384878. 
43276. 52779. 41734. 144789. 
8664. 36537. 2936. 48537. 
8080 61389. 5703. 75374. 
3178. 71314. 4580 79074. 
9914. 40715. 7073. 57702. 
z 6-4 
The figures for 1897 -1899 are for the calendar year,those for 1900 are 
for the six months January to June,those for 1901 -1 906 are for the 
year ending June,those for 1 07 are for the y nine months to March 
31st,and the remainingX figures are for the year ending March 31st. 
Note the large immigration from other co'-ntries,which were chiefly 
southern and eastern European countries,also the large numbers of 
settlers from the United States,and their continued arrival during 
the war years. In this respect Cañada was more favourably situated 
than the other British Domi pions, but these settlers fori a very 
slight counter -balance to the loss of immigrants from the British 
Isles,and of her own sons who fell in the war. 
APPENDI t.X.COPTTI1dUED. 
DOT,.?ITN^Id I-- "IGRATION RETURNS. 
AUSTRALIA. 
YEAR. PASSENGERS ARRIVED. PASSENGERS DEPARTED. 
1. 





























1.A1lowance is :laie in these figures for unrecorded departures. 
NEW ZEA-AND. 














































CAPE OF GOOD HOP 
PASSENGERS 











































1911 and the following years 
are for the Union. 
APPEDTDI. xz . 
EMIGRATION RETURIVS . 1: 13 -1 ,: 15 . 
eqc, 
3RITISH ISLES. BRITISH SUBJECTS. 
fß1-, 
EìIIGRANTS FROM AND I °'IIG`,A-TTS Tn THE, 
BRITISH ETTIRE. 
rn 
-!': Cr.. .A_`iJ-S IT¡T ~"`TTS. -+1:T I lx_ lri: , 
1913. 1914. 1915. 1013. 1r14. 1915. 
BRITISH NORTH 
A:RI.SA. 190854. 72570. 16765. 26288. 33694. 38211. 
AUSTRALIA. 56779. 32425. 9393. 12351. 13515. 8298. 
NEW ZEALAND. 14255. 7873. 2r189 2446, 2880. 1672. 
BRITISH SOUTH 
AFRICA. 10916. 7785. 5700. 10541. 11289 9102. 
INDIA. (incluiin; 
Ceylon) 6810. 6962. 5928. 8138. 5605. 
OTHER BRITISH 
COLOMIES 
POSSESSIONS 5432. 5141. 4349. 3n71. 4991. 5141. 
TOTAL. 2'65046.138.756. 44231. 61525. 74497. 68620. 
FOREIGN COUNTRIES. 




9651. 6482. 3277. 7565. L521 7178. 
, 
104 345. 76137. 32683. 24124. 299r5. 23331. 
GRAND TOTAL. Y35394.214893. 76914. 85709. 104462. 91960. 
1.The figures for these years are based on the returns of those who 
declared an intention of settling in the country of destination.In 
previous years the nunber of 
t'ie arrivals fro_i the departures.In_ 




was arrived at by subtracting 
Table 2. an account of British 
of comparison. 
7'ft.n. 
PASSENGER TvTOVEICENT. BRITISH 1913-1015. 
°RITISH PASSENGERS OUT. PAS`ETIGJ-S ITT BALANCE OUT. 
ETIRE. 1913. 1914. 1 15. 1913. 1^1 `-. 1915. 1913. 14.. 1915. 
,; r.r.A, 19,6278. 94482. 19433. 68621. (4-F,. `- 7;1705.127656. 2f:793.-12272. 
AJS`^. 6421 . 40238. 11905. 18139. 19212. 9101. 46012. 20416. 2704. 
? 13715. 7775. 3104. 2463. 2474. 1992. 11251. 5301. 111?. 
7-.S.A. 25853. 24124. 11704. 25478. 24653. 15017. 377. -3529. -3313 
T;'7IA. 10^26. 12025. 7933. 8202. 11249. 7363. 1814. 776. 570. 
..C. 11357. 10371. 7829. 9^2A. 10204. 8431. 1525. 167 -0O2. 
321450. 186015. 61608.33273i.133081. 73609.188'35. 52934.-11801. 
COT"TRI'IS 
U.S.A 129160. r2808. 37752. 76939. 77171. 47325. 52155. 15'37. -9573. 
O.F.C. 19021. 14381. 5337. 17824. 19612. 8899. 1207. -5237. -3522. 
TOTAL 148190. 1C71s9. 43109. 24763. 9678:,. 56214. 53362. 10400.-13105. 
G.T0TAL469640.29-3204. 104917.227494.229870.129223.24197. 63334.-24906., 
Note that there is a considerable difference between the balance outward 
of passengers of British nationality and the number signifying the 
intention of making their ,ermanent residence abroad(Table. 1.) Mar 
conditions make/ the fi-ores fnn 1314-1 of no vrlue for nurses of 
comparison. -v..:.....A.¡ t .a.c-..-.-. v.,,wwá+. 
APPENDIX. *-1--/)* 
SOCIETIES PROMTING .-,---TGRATTo.... 
(a) GENERAL 71IGR.ATION. 
The British and Colonial Emigration Society. London. 
The Central Emigration Soci ety.,ondon. 
The Christian Home for Eriierants.London. 
The Church Emigration Society.London. 
The Clerkenwell and Central London Emigration Society. 
The Colonial. Emigration 'Society. 
The East End Emigration Fund. 
The East London Family Emigration Fund. 
';riss J.E.Groorn's Emigration Fund. 
The Jewish Board of Guardians. 
The Jews Emigration Society. 
The Kensington Emigration Aid Society. 
The London Colonisation Aid Society. 
The London Samaritan Society. 
The National Association for the Promotion of State- directed 
Emigration and Colonisation. 
The St Andrew's 7aterside Church Mission. 
The St Katherine's Mission Emigration Fund. 
The Self Help Emigration Society. 
The S.P.C.K. 
The Bath Self Help Emigration Club. 
The Brighton Emigration Society. 
The Bristol Emigration Society. 
ApP77DIX. co-7-7ED. 
The Crystal Palace Self Help Emigration Society. 
The Young 7en's Emigration A.dvice Society.11anchester. 
Oldbury and Langley Self Hel-o Emigration Club. 
The Somerset and. Bristol Colonial Emigration Association. 
The Wimbledon 7miration Society. 
The Winchester Thration Loan Society. 
The Scottish Emigrants' Aid Association. 
(b) 717GRATION OF 701:EN: 
The British Ladies Female 7laigrant Society. 
Female Middle Class Emigration Society. 
The Gir14 Friendly Society. 
The Unit -1;lishwomentsEmigration Society. 
Thu Tefall...,e, -D' 111,_ Home. 
Tiffe -;omen's Emigration Society. 
The Aberdeen Ladies Union. 
(c) EMIGRATI^N 07 1-7-11. 
7Tr=do's Homes. 
The Boys' Home,Southwark St,London. 
ti 
" Regent's Pa-P7,,- aoaa." 
The Children's Home. 
The Church of England. Central Society for providing Homes for 
7aifs and. Strays.London. 
The National Refuges for Homeless and. Destitute Children. 
Miss Rye's Home for Destitute Girls. 
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E TIGRATION BY SOCIETIES. 1;)08-19 14. 
CHILDREN. 
cT'908. 1909. 1940. 191 1.1912.1 13. 1914 Children's Emigration -oles Birrninghann. 154. 128. 156. 173. 157. 125. 97. Catholic Emi,;ration Association. 308. 317. 333. 400. 321. 252. 253. Children's Horse, Bri stol - 328. - 1. - 
_'Irs Sinyly's Homes, Dubli n. - 22. 25. 37. 24. 31. 1t The Sheltering Homes,Liverpool. 145. 166. 186. 200. 146. 170. 138 
Dr Barnardo's Homes. (243. 967. 977.1008. 915. 828. 619 Children's Aid Society. 45. 26. 24. 29. 34. 31. 29 The National Children's Home Orphanage. no returns. 
Ch)rch of n l:.ná Homes for Waifs Stray455. 77. 104. 134. 132. 140. 1 ^75 
Mr Fegan's Homes. - - -- -__.- 75, 99. 122, 144. 149. 132. 114 
Annie ' °acpherson Home of Industry. - - -- 176. 194. 210. 255. 215. 215. 175 Manchester and Salford Boy's and Girl's 
Refuge and Children's Aid Soxiety. - -- 34. 37. 71. 59. 41. 61. 36 
Orphan Hornes of Scotland. 163. 177. 188. 180. 184. 181. 151 
Child Emigration Society. - - - 13. 22. - 
WOMEN. 
Aberdeen Union of Women 7orkers . - - 28. 8. 3. 3. 5 
British ' oaen' s Emigration Association.-505. 600, 1057.1 196. 1381.1 1n4. 611 
South African Colonisation Society.-- 264. 275. 355. 379. 480. 460. 384 
11 t " Col'.'Soc.Scottish Branch. x3 45. 73. 73. 58. - 
Scottish Colonisation Society. - 95. 140. 212. 197. - 
Br.istol.Emigration Society. 122. 105. 209. 365. 398. 245. 
GENERAL EiJRTGRATION . 
Liverpool Self Help Emigration Society. - 17. 34. 21. 16. 9. 6 
Central Emigration Board. 76. 101. 238. 331. 604. 570. 156 
Church Army. 149. 160. 313. 323. 468. 559. 230 
Church Emigration Society. 438. 364. 601. 703. 463. 53'x. 218 
British Dominions Emigration Society. 859. 669.1300.1349.1456.1569. 594 
Jewish Board of Guardians. 118. 191. 200. 155. 146. 152. 75 
The Jews Emigration Society. 210. 206. 181. 178. 194. 214. 188 
Salvation Arany Emigration Department. 7297 .3911.8863.9099.121.8615.4814 
Self Help Emigration Society. 170. 200. 552. 465. 353. 346. 108 
Tunbridge Wells Colonisation Ass. - - -- 55. - 87. 260. 122. 164. 99 
These figures include not only those who were assisted financially 
but all who migrated under the auspices of the Societies.Soine were 
assisted wholly,others in part,and some paid their own expenses. 
APPEMDIH. XIII. 
DIAGRAM SHOWING THE aELATTON .7ETWEE7 EMTGRATToN AND THE IMC7,EASE 

















Excess of births over deaths. 
Net migration. 
During the period 1871-1()11 only 27%, of the natural increase 
of the male population is accounted for by emigration.Of th female 
opulation only22;1, of the natural increase emigrated.Thus during the 
perioA prior to the war,in spite of a large emigration,and a 
declining birthrate, the population of the United Kingdo-1 was 
increasing rapialy. 
